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The daughter of a Byzantine Emperor –
the wife of a Galician-Volhynian Prince

Alexander V. MAIOROV (Saint Petersburg)

The Byzantine origin of Prince Roman’s second wife

There is much literature on the subject of the second marriage of
Roman Mstislavich owing to the disagreements between historians con-
cerning the origin of the Princeís new wife. According to some she bore
the name Anna or, according to others, that of Maria.1 The Russian
chronicles give no clues in this respect. Indeed, a Galician chronicler takes
pains to avoid calling the Princess by name, preferring to call her by her hus-
band’s name – “âĺëčęŕ˙ ęí˙ăčí˙ Ðîěŕíîâŕ” (Roman’s Grand Princess).2

Although supported by the research of a number of recent investiga-
tors, the hypothesis that she belonged to a Volhynian boyar family is not
convincing. Their arguments generally conclude with the observation that
by the early thirteenth century there were no more princes in Rusí to
whom it would have been politically beneficial for Roman to be related.3

Even less convincing, in our opinion, is a recently expressed supposition
that Romanís second wife was a woman of low birth and was not the
princeís lawful wife at all.4 Alongside this, the theory of the Byzantine ori-
gin of Romanís second wife has been significantly developed in the litera-
ture on the subject. This theory was first proposed as early as the nine-
teenth century and has so far been most fully argued by H. GRALA, L. V.
VOITOVICH and D. D•BROWSKI.5

1 For the most comprehensive review of the various opinions, see D. D•BROWS-
KI, RodowÛd RomanowiczÛw ksiπüπt halicko-wo≥yÒskich, PoznaÒ ñ Wroc≥aw 2002, 34-40.
2 Ďîëíîĺ ńîáðŕíčĺ ðóńńęčő ëĺňîďčńĺé (further ĎŃÐË), Ěîńęâŕ 1998, ň. II, ńňá.
726, 727, 733-734, 735.
3 Í. Ô. ĘÎŇËßÐ, Ăŕëčöęî-Âîëűíńęŕ˙ Ðóńü č Âčçŕíňč˙ â ŐII-ŐIII ââ. (ńâ˙çč
ðĺŕëüíűĺ č âűěűřëĺííűĺ), in: Ţćíŕ˙ Ðóńü č Âčçŕíňč˙ (Ę ŐVIII ęîíăðĺńńó
âčçŕíňčíčńňîâ), oňâ. ðĺä. Ď. Ď. Ňîëî÷ęî, Ęčĺâ 1991, 95-97; idem, Äčďëîěŕňč˙
Ţćíîé Ðóńč, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 2003, 97-102; Î. Á. ĂÎËÎÂĘÎ, Ęí˙çü Ðîěŕí
Ěńňčńëŕâč÷ ňŕ éîăî äîáŕ, Ęčżâ 2001, 141-142. Âîçðŕćĺíč˙ ńě.: D. D•BROWSKI,
RodowÛd RomanowiczÛwÖ, 37; Ë. ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ěŕňč ęîðîë˙ Äŕíčëŕ (çŕóâŕćĺíí˙ íŕ
ďîë˙ő ěîíîăðŕôiż Ä. Äîěáðîâńüęîăî), in: Ęí˙ćŕ äîáŕ. Ińňîði˙ i ęóëüňóðŕ, âiäď. ðĺä.
ß. Ińŕşâč÷, Ëüâiâ 2007, âčď. 1, 48-50.
4 Î. ŇÎËÎ÷ĘÎ, ßę çâŕëč äðóăó äðóćčíó Ðîěŕíŕ Ěńňčńëŕâč÷ŕ?, in:
Confraternitas. Ţâiëĺéíčé çáiðíčę íŕ ďîřŕíó ßðîńëŕâŕ Ińŕşâč÷ŕ, Ëüâiâ 2006-2007,
99.
5 H. GRALA, Drugie ma≥øeÒstwo Romana Múcis≥awicza, Slavia Orientalis XXXI/3-4
(1982) 115-127; Ë. Â. ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ęí˙çłâńüęł äčíŕńňłż Ńőłäíîż Şâðîďč (ęłíĺöü ˛Ő-
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The following are among the most important arguments in favor of
this theory. No members of the Rurikid dynasty were considered to be
near of kin to the descendants of Roman Mstislavich from his second mar-
riage; nor did any of them extend their patronage over his young sons
when they became orphans after their fatherís death. One cannot inter-
pret this reality in support of the argument that Romanís widow came
from Volhynian boyars, and even less to support the theory of her low
birth and unlawful status. After all, it is known that Leszek the White,
Prince of Poland, and Andrew II, King of Hungary, acknowledged their
kinship with Romanís widow: both Leszek and Andrew called her their
yatroví.6

Yatroví or yatry in Old Russian meant (in its direct meaning) ìsister-
in-lawî.7 Since Roman Mstislavich and Leszek the White were cousins and
grandchildren of Boles≥aw III Wrymouth (1102-1138), Romanís widow did
qualify as Leszekís yatrov. Romanís relationship to Andrew II was more dis-
tant: being the great-grandchildren of Mstislav Vladimirovich (1125-
1132), they were only second cousins. Given such a distant relationship,
in L. V. VOITOVICHís opinion, the Hungarian king could recognize
Romanís widow as his yatroví only in view of their close kinship with
Byzantine emperors.8

The Byzantine origin of Romanís second wife is also supported by the
unusually large number of Greek names given to the sons and grandchil-
dren of this couple. Names such as Daniel, Salome, Sofia, Heraclius, and
Leo had been utterly untypical for the Rurikid dynasty and had never
before been used for princes and princesses of Rusí.9

The kinship of the new Galician princess with the Angelos dynasty is
testified to by the accounts of West European and Rusísources reporting
the visit to Halych of the overthrown emperor Alexios III after
Constantinople had been captured by the crusaders.10 A reference to the

ďî÷ŕňîę ŐV˛ ńň.). Ńęëŕä, ńóńďłëüíŕ ł ďîëłňč÷íŕ ðîëü, Ëüâłâ 2000, 67, 71-72, 224,
376, 380-381, 402; idem, Ðîěŕí Ěńňčńëŕâč÷ i óňâîðĺíí˙ Ăŕëčöüęî-Âîëčíńüęîăî
ęí˙çiâńňâŕ, in: Ăŕëč÷číŕ i Âîëčíü â äîáó ńĺðĺäíüîâi÷÷˙. Äî 800-ði÷÷˙ ç äí˙
íŕðîäćĺíí˙ Äŕíčëŕ Ăŕëčöüęîăî (= Ińňîðč÷íi ňŕ ęóëüňóðîëîăi÷íi ńňóäiż, âčď. 3),
Ëüâiâ 2001, 22-23; idem, Ęí˙ćŕ äîáŕ íŕ Ðóńł: ďîðňðĺňč ĺëłňč, Áłëŕ Öĺðęâŕ 2006,
484; D. D•BROWSKI, RodowÛd RomanowiczÛwÖ, 34-40; idem, Genealogia Múcis≥awo-
wiczÛw. Pierwsze pokolenia (do poczπtku XIV wieku), KrakÛw 2008, 265-266.
6 ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá.719. Ibidĺě, ńňá. 717, 727-728.
7 This interpretation is given by I. I. Sreznevskii. ñ Č. Č. ŃÐĹÇÍĹÂŃĘČÉ,
Ěŕňĺðčŕëű äë˙ ńëîâŕð˙ äðĺâíĺðóńńęîăî ˙çűęŕ: â 3-ő ňîěŕő, Ěîńęâŕ 2003, ň. III,
ńňá. 1673-1674.
8 Ë. ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ěŕňč ęîðîë˙ Äŕíčëŕ…, 46-47.
9 H. GRALA, Drugie ma≥øeÒstwo Romana Múcis≥awicza, 123; D. D•BROWSKI, RodowÛd
RomanowiczÛwÖ, 38-40; Ë. ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ěŕňč ęîðîë˙ Äŕíčëŕ…, 55.
10 For details see: Ŕ. Â. ĚŔÉÎÐÎÂ, Ðóńü, Âčçŕíňč˙ č Çŕďŕäíŕ˙ Ĺâðîďŕ. Čç
čńňîðčč âíĺříĺďîëčňč÷ĺńęčő č ęóëüňóðíűő ńâ˙çĺé ŐII-ŐIII ââ., Ńŕíęň
Ďĺňĺðáóðă 2011, ńap. 12 and 13.
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direct contacts between the Galician-Volhynian Prince and Emperor
Alexios is found in the report of the Novgorodian pilgrim Dobrynya
Yadreikovich, who saw Roman Mstislavichís ambassadors in Constan-
tinople (May 1200).11

Romanís marriage with a well-born Byzantine woman, possibly a rela-
tive of the Byzantine emperor, could have been contracted late in the
twelfth century as a result ñ or even as a pre-condition ñ of a military and
political alliance between the Galician-Volhynian Prince and Alexios III.
This alliance manifested itself in the successful attacks by the Galician-
Volhynian Prince against the Cumans, which stopped their raids ñ that
had attained an unprecedented scope ñ against the Byzantine Empire.12

Dynastic marriages as an instrument of the external policy 
of the Empire

By means of dynastic marriages the Byzantine rulers sought to solve
the most critical foreign policy issues of the Empire, namely, appeasing
their enemies and gaining allies. This was how Isaac II, for example, was
able to normalize relations with Serbia and Hungary. Isaac gave his niece
Eudokia Angelina (the youngest daughter of the future Emperor Alexios
III, who was then in exile in Palestine) in marriage to the son of the Grand
éupan (Prince) Stefan Nemanja ñ the future Tsar of Serbia, known as
Stefan the First-Crowned.13 The basileus himself married the young
daughter of King Bela III. This marriage became the basis not only for the
cessation of hostilities on the part of the ruler of Hungary, but also for the
return to the Empire of the territories in the Balkans that had been taken
away from it earlier.14 In 1193, to strengthen the alliance with Tancred
(1190-1194) the new king of Sicily, Isaac gave his daughter Irene in mar-
riage to Tancredís son and co-ruler Roger III (1190-1193).15

This policy was continued by Alexios III, the successor of Isaac II.
According to Niketas Choniates, he resolved to give his daughters Anna
and Irene in marriage to foreign Christian sovereigns to persuade them

11 Ďóňĺřĺńňâčĺ íîâăîðîäńęîăî ŕðőčĺďčńęîďŕ Ŕíňîíč˙ â Öŕðüăðŕä â ęîíöĺ
12-ăî ńňîëĺňč˙, ń ďðĺäčńëîâčĺě č ďðčěĺ÷ŕíč˙ěč Ď. Ńŕââŕčňîâŕ, Ńŕíęň
Ďĺňĺðáóðă 1872, 78-79.
12 Concerning this alliance see: Ŕ. Â. ĚŔÉÎÐÎÂ, Ðóńü, Âčçŕíňč˙ č Çŕďŕäíŕ˙
Ĺâðîďŕ, ńap. 19.
13 Ě. ËŔŃĘŔÐČŃ, Âčçŕíňčńęĺ ďðčíöĺçĺ ó ńðĺäśîâĺęîâíîj Ńðáčjč. Ďðîëîă
čńňîðčjč č âčçŕíňčńęî-ńðďńęč îäíîńč îä ęðŕjŕ ŐII äî ńðĺäčía ŐV âĺęŕ, Áĺîăðŕä
1926, 24-31; Ŕ. Ď. ĘŔĆÄŔÍ, Ęîăäŕ Ĺâäîęč˙ âűřëŕ çŕěóć çŕ Ńňĺôŕíŕ Íĺěŕíč÷ŕ?,
in: Čńňî÷íčęč č čńňîðčîăðŕôč˙ ńëŕâ˙íńęîăî ńðĺäíĺâĺęîâü˙, Ěîńęâŕ 1967, 216-217.
14 Gy. MORAVCSIK, Byzantion and the Magyars, Budapest 1970, 92-94; F. MAKK, The
Arpads and the Comneni. Political relations between Hungary and Byzantium in the 12th

century, Budapest 1989, 112-113, 120-121.
15 Ê. ÂÁÑÆÏÓ, FÇ ãåíåáëïãßá ôùí Êïìíçíþí, Èåóóáëïíßêç 1984, t. 2, 814.
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into forming alliances with the Byzantine Empire.16 As for his grand-
daughter Theodora, Annaís daughter from her first marriage with
Sebastokrator Isaac Komnenos, the Emperor gave her in marriage to the
Bulgarian Tsar Ivan Kaloyanís cousin Ivanko, who defected to the
Byzantine Empire and assumed the new name Alexios.17 Failing to sup-
press the rebellion of the former Byzantine governor of Macedonia
Dobromir Chrysos, who had declared himself an independent ruler,
Alexios III concluded peace with Dobromir and gave one of his
kinswomen to him in marriage.18

There is no doubt that the most influential and militarily strong
princes of Rusí in the late twelfth century also fell within the orbit of mat-
rimonial considerations for Byzantine emperors. This is evident from the
episode entered under 1194 in the Ipatiev Chronicle. It refers to the mar-
riage proposal made by a certain Byzantine tsarevich (prince) to Euphemia
Glebovna, the granddaughter of the Grand Prince of Kiev Svyatoslav
Vsevolodovich. Matchmakers arrived in Kiev when Svyatoslav was near
death: Ñ... news came to him from matchmakers who had come to take
Svyatoslavís granddaughter, Euphemia Glebovna, [to wife] for the
prince.ì19

Researchers generally treat this reference to the marriage proposal
recorded in the ancient Kievan Rusí source as reliable. It appears that the
tsarevich mentioned in chronicle may have been Alexios, the son of the
Byzantine Emperor Isaac II, the future Emperor Alexios IV.20

Investigators usually look upon the potential marriage between the tsare-
vich and Euphemia Glebovna as a fait accompli.21 However, it is perfectly
clear that the marriage was not concluded at that time.

16 Nicetae Choniatae Historia, rec. I. A. van Dieten, Berolini ñ Novi Eboraci 1975,
508. See also: Íčęčňŕ Őîíčŕň, Čńňîðč˙, íŕ÷číŕţůŕ˙ń˙ ń öŕðńňâîâŕíč˙
Čîŕííŕ Ęîěíčíŕ, ň. II, ďĺð. ďîä ðĺä. ďðîô. Í. Â. ×ĺëüöîâŕ, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 1862,
224.
17 Ê. ÂÁÑÆÏÓ, FÇ ãåíåáëïãßá ôùí Êïìíçíþí, Èåóóáëïíßêç 1984, t. 2, 507-511.
18 Nicetae Choniatae Historia, 507. See also in Russian: Íčęčňŕ Őîíčŕň,
Čńňîðč˙… ň. II, 223.
19 «…ďðčäĺ ĺěîó âĺńňü îň ńâŕňîâú, čćĺ čä˙őîóňü ďîčěŕňč âíîóęű Ńâ˙ňîńëŕâëĺ
Ăëĺáîâíű Îôčěüč çŕ öŕðĺâč÷ŕ». – ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá. 680.
20 Ě. Ń. ĂÐÓŘĹÂŃÜĘČÉ, ˛ńňîðł˙ Óęðŕżíč – Ðóńč, Ęčżâ 1992, ň. ˛I, 215; Ő. Ě.
ËÎĎŔÐĹÂ, Áðŕę Ěńňčńëŕâíű (1122 ă.), Âčçŕíňčéńęčé âðĺěĺííčę. IX (1902) 419; Ŕ.
Ĺ. ĎÐĹŃÍßĘÎÂ, Ęí˙ćîĺ ďðŕâî â äðĺâíĺé Ðóńč. Ëĺęöčč ďî ðóńńęîé čńňîðčč.
Ęčĺâńęŕ˙ Ðóńü, Ěîńęâŕ 1993, 382; N. DE BAUMGARTEN, Généalogies et mariages occi-
dentaux des Rurikides Russes, du Xe au XIIIe siècle (= Orientalia Christiana IX, ser. I,
nr. 35), Roma 1927 Tabl. IV; Ě. Â. ËĹÂ÷ĹÍĘÎ, Î÷ĺðęč ďî čńňîðčč ðóńńęî-
âčçŕíňčéńęčő îňíîřĺíčé, Ěîńęâŕ 1956, 496-497; Â. Ň. ĎŔŘÓŇÎ, Âíĺří˙˙
ďîëčňčęŕ Äðĺâíĺé Ðóńč, Ěîńęâŕ 1968, 201; Ď. Ď. ŇÎËÎ÷ĘÎ, Äðĺâíčé Ęčĺâ, Ęčĺâ
1983, 271; H. GRALA, Rola Rusi w wojnach bizantyÒsko-bu≥garskich prze≥omu XII i XIII
w., in: Balcanica Posnaniensia. Acta et Studia, PoznaÒ 1985, t. II, 127; Ë. Â.
ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ęí˙ćŕ äîáŕ íŕ Ðóńł..., 409; D. D•BROWSKI, Genealogia Múcis≥awowiczÛw,
459.
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It was prevented by the death of Svyatoslav Vsevolodovich, which fol-
lowed soon after the marriage proposal by the tsarevich.22 Euphemiaís
father ñ Gleb Svyatoslavich, the then Prince of Pereyaslavl23 ñ was unlike-
ly to be of any interest to the Byzantine emperor as an important ally.
Nevertheless, Gleb was married to the daughter of Rurik Rostislavich,24

who succeeded Svyatoslav Vsevolodovich on the Kievan throne. Thus,
Euphemia Glebovna became the granddaughter of the new Kievan
Prince. However, the sources fail to give any information on the wedding
mission of the Byzantine emperorís son to Rurik to confirm his matrimo-
nial intentions. Moreover, the Byzantine Emperor Isaac II was soon oust-
ed from the throne, and his son Alexios had to look for influential patrons
among the leaders of the Fourth Crusade.

Nevertheless, in Constantinople they continued to observe closely the
princes who ruled Rusí, especially the new Kievan Prince, Rurik
Rostislavich. This is evident from the data of the Byzantine authors of that
time.

The eminent historian and statesman Niketas Choniates (ca.1155-
ca.1217) ñ who served as the emperorís secretary under Isaac II, and then
as the governor of Philippopolis (today Plovdiv), and reached the summit
of his career under Alexios III, when he served a number of high offices
in the Empire and rose to the rank of Logothete of the Secrets, being
identical to the rank of the Grand Logothete (the head of the govern-
ment) ñ records in his History the key events of political life in Southern
Rusí in the late twelfth ñ early thirteenth centuries, that were significant
for the foreign policy of the Empire.25

Byzantine authorities most likely would have continued to favor the
Prince of Kiev, traditionally the strongest prince in Rusí, had not the star
of another southern Rusí ruler risen in the late twelfth century: the one
who united Volhynia and Galicia under his rule and began his rivalry for
Kiev. According to Niketas Choniates, the Kievan Prince Rurik was inferi-
or to the Galician Prince Roman, who was more powerful and more skil-
ful in warfare. Moreover, Byzantium was dissatisfied with Rurikís use of the
Cumans who comprised the main part of his army that Roman defeated.26

21 See for example: Ě. Ń. ĂÐÓŘĹÂŃÜĘČÉ, ˛ńňîðł˙ Óęðŕżíč – Ðóńč, t. ˛I, 215. DE
BAUMGARTEN, GÈnÈalogies et mariages occidentaux des Rurikides Russes, Tabl. IV; Ë. Â.
ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ęí˙ćŕ äîáŕ íŕ Ðóńł..., 409.
22 ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá. 680-681.
23 See Ä. Â. ÄÎÍŃĘÎÉ, Ðţðčęîâč÷č. Čńňîðč÷ĺńęčé ńëîâŕðü, Ěîńęâŕ 2008, 233.
24 The marriage took place in 1182. – ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá. 625.
25 For the biography and works of Nikita Choniates see: Ô. Č. ÓŃĎĹÍŃĘČÉ,
Âčçŕíňčéńęčé ďčńŕňĺëü Íčęčňŕ Ŕęîěčíŕň čç Őîí, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 1874; J. L.
VAN DIETEN, Niketas Choniates. Erl‰uterungen zu den Reden und Briefen nebst einer
Biographie, Berlin 1971; H. HUNGER, Die hochsprachliche profane Literatur der
Byzantiner, M¸nchen 1978, Bd. I, 429-441; Ŕ. Ď. ĘŔĆÄŔÍ, Íčęčňŕ Őîíčŕň č ĺăî
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The assumption concerning Roman’s marriage to one of the
Kamateros kin

I. GRALYA assumes that the union between Alexios III Angelos and
Roman Mstislavich against the Bulgarians and the Cumans was sealed with
the marriage alliance between the Galician-Volhynian Prince and Maria
Kamatera, the relative of Empress Euphrosyne, the wife of Alexios III. The
Kamateros family was at the top of the Byzantine nobility: two patriarchs
of Constantinople and many courtiers came from it in the late twelfth ñ
early thirteenth centuries. According to GRALA, John X Kamateros,
Patriarch of Constantinople (1198-1206), must have facilitated the disso-
lution of the first marriage of Roman Mstislavich with Predslava, the
daughter of the Kievan Prince Rurik Rostislavich, who was married to a
Cuman Princess and fostered friendly relations with the Cumans. It was
no coincidence that by the end of her life, Romanís widow supported her
son Daniel in his pursuit of a union with Rome, because several promi-
nent members of the Kamateros family backed the union.27

E. D•BROWSKA agrees with H. GRALAís hypothesis and gives additional
arguments in its favor. In particular, she asserts that Maria was a close rel-
ative ñ a daughter, a niece or a granddaughter ñ of the Logothete of the
Drome John Kamateros, one of the closest associates of Emperor Manuel I.
It was through him that the Kamateros may have acquired a relic owned
by the basileus, namely, a precious cross with a piece of the Tree of the
Holy Cross. This was later inherited by Roman Mstislavich and his descen-
dants and is now kept in the sacristy of Notre Dame Cathedral.28

This hypothesis, however, has yet to be verified. Among the
kinswomen of Empress Euphrosyne, the daughter of Pansebastos Sebastos
and Eparch of Constantinople Andronikos Doukas Kamateros, one can-
not find one that would fit the role of the Galician-Volhynian Princeís wife
or would have any connection with Rusí at all.29 H. GRALA introduced new
arguments to back the hypothesis that Roman Mstislavichís second wife
was of Byzantine origin. Nevertheless, his assumption about Maria
Kamateros is not convincing.30 In our opinion, one of the drawbacks of
this assumption is that it is impossible to explain the reason for the close

âðĺě˙, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 2005; Ě. Â ÁČÁČĘÎÂ, Byzantinorossica. Ńâîä
âčçŕíňčéńęčő ńâčäĺňĺëüńňâ î Ðóńč, Ěîńęâŕ 2004, 368-374.
26 Nicetae Choniatae Historia, 523.
27 H. GRALA, Drugie ma≥øeÒstwo Romana Múcis≥awicza.
28 E. D•BROWSKA, Jeszcze o relikwii Krzyøa åwiÍtego i relikwiarzu koronacyjnym krÛlÛw
polskich, Kwartalnik Historiczny 100/2 (1993) 7.
29 Concerning the relatives of Empress Euphrosyneís father see: D. I. POLEMIS,
The Doukai. A contribution to byzantine prosopography, London 1968.
30 For opposing views see: D. D•BROWSKI, RodowÛd RomanowiczÛw..., 38-40; Ë.
ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ěŕňč ęîðîë˙ Äŕíčëŕ…, 53-56.
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contacts with and the support rendered by the Hungarian King Andrew II
to Romanís widow and her sons.

In the late twelfth ñ the first third of the thirteenth century, the
Hungarian rulers constantly laid claim to Halych. They believed them-
selves to be the legitimate kings of Galicia because their rights had been
sanctioned by Rome. King Andrew as well as his sons Koloman and
Andrew Junior all served as rulers of Halych.31

Nevertheless, during the reign of Roman Mstislavich and for several
years after his death, the Hungarian king renounced all claim to Halych
and lent full support to Daniel and his mother. M. S. GRUSHEVSKY believed
that during this period Andrew recognized Daniel as the legitimate ruler
of Galicia.32 It is possible, however, that the Hungarian king may have had
some far-reaching plans to turn the young Romanovich into his vassal.33

Nonetheless, Andrew II began supporting Romanís widow (including
militarily) right after the death of her husband. It is to the King of
Hungary that the Dowager Galician Princess turned in the first place,
when she met him in the town of Sanok: Ñ... after the death of Roman the
king met his yatroví in [the town of] Sanok. Because he looked upon
Daniel as his own beloved son, [he] left with him (in Halych ñ A. M.) the
great blind Mokyi and Korochun, Volpt and his son Vitomir, and
Blaginya, and many other Hungarians in ambushì.34 It was only owing to
this Ñambushì that the Hungarians succeeded in repelling the attack on
Halych conducted by the Kievan Prince Rurik Rostislavich and to force
the people of Halych to accept the authority of Romanís Grand Princess,
who was unpopular with them: Ñand the people of Halych did not dare to
do anything, because there were many Hungarians among themì.35

When Daniel and his mother were forced to leave Halych, not only
did Andrew II give refuge to the prince at his court,36 but he even
promised to make Daniel his heir by marrying the prince to his own
daughter.37 When this marriage did not take place, the king gave Daniel

31 For details see: Ŕ. Â. ĚŔÉÎÐÎÂ, Ăŕëčöęî-Âîëűíńęŕ˙ Ðóńü. Î÷ĺðęč
ńîöčŕëüíî-ďîëčňč÷ĺńęčő îňíîřĺíčé â äîěîíăîëüńęčé ďĺðčîä. Ęí˙çü, áî˙ðĺ č
ăîðîäńęŕ˙ îáůčíŕ, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 2001.
32 Ě. Ń. ĂÐÓŘĹÂŃÜĘČÉ, ˛ńňîðł˙ Óęðŕżíč – Ðóńč, Ęčżâ 1993, ň. ˛˛˛, 26.
33 See: Ě. ÂÎËÎŮÓĘ, «Óăîðńüęĺ äčňčíńňâî» ęí˙ç˙ Äŕíčëŕ Ðîěŕíîâč÷ŕ (1206-
1210 ðð.), in: Íŕ âłâňŕð łńňîðłż Óęðŕżíč. Ţâłëĺéíčé çáłðíčę íŕ ďîřŕíó Â. Â.
Ăðŕáîâĺöüęîăî, ˛âŕíî-Ôðŕíęłâńüę 2008.
34 «…ďî ńěĺðňč Ðîěŕíîâĺ ńíčěŕëń˙ ęîðîëü ńî ˙ňðîâüţ ńâîĺţ âî Ńŕíîöĺ.
Ďðč˙ëú áî áĺ Äŕíčëŕ, ęŕęî ěčëîăŕ ńűíŕ ńâîĺăî, îńňŕâčëú áî áĺ îó íĺăî (â Ăŕëč÷ĺ
– Ŕ. Ě.) çŕńŕäîó – Ěîęú˙ âĺëčęŕăî ńëĺďîîęîăî, č Ęîðî÷ţíŕ, Âúëďňŕ, č ńűíŕ ĺăî
Âčňîěčðŕ, č Áëŕăčíţ, číűč Îóăðű ěíîăč». – ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá. 717.
35 Ibidem.
36 Ibidem, ńňá. 719.
37 Ibidem, ńňá. 723.
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a large army for a campaign against Halych in order to win it back from
the Igorevich brothers, who at that time were the main rivals for the her-
itage of the Galician princes. It was only with the help of the Hungarians
that the young Daniel succeeded to drive the Chernigov princes from
Zvenigorod and Halych and crush their allies ñ the Cumans.38 The chron-
icler summarizes his account concerning those events with a characteris-
tic sentence: ÑKing Andrew did not forget his first love that he had for his
brother, Grand Prince Roman, and sent his soldiers, and put his son
[Daniel] on the throne in Halych.ì39

The fact that the chronicler mentions Ñloveì between Andrew II and
Roman Mstislavich may be indicative (though indirectly) of a family rela-
tionship between them. It appears to be no coincidence that during the
entire period of Romanís reign in Halych, the Hungarian kings Emeric I
and Andrew II did not dispute his princely rights.40

It is notable that when the people of Halych, dissatisfied with
Romanís widow who ruled on behalf of the minor Daniel compelled her
to leave Halych, the Hungarian King backed his yatroví and by force of
arms made the people of Halych accept her again.41 After another expul-
sion of Daniel and his mother from Halych, Andrew gathered his troops
and went to their aid. Only a revolt of the Hungarian barons that result-
ed in the murder of Queen Gertrude forced Andrew to abandon the cam-
paign.42

As it has already been noted, under the circumstances, the support
rendered by the Hungarian king to Romanís Grand Princess and her
young son may have been due to their close kinship that did not come
from the side of the Princessís deceased husband, but rather from the side
of her parents.43 This support must have been encouraged by the high
birth of Romanís second wife, which made the rulers of Hungary and
Poland treat her with great esteem. Hence, her high birth may also
account for her ambitions to seize power that were so much disliked by
the people of Halych, who reproached her for Ñwishing to rule herself.ì44

38 Ibidem, ńňá. 724-727.
39 «Ęîðîëü ćĺ Ŕíäðĺč íĺ çŕáű ëţáâč ńâîĺ˙ ďĺðâű˙, čćĺ čěĺ˙řĺ ęî áðŕňîó ńč
âĺëčęîěîó ęí˙çţ Ðîěŕíîâč, íî ďîńëŕ âî˙ ńâî˙ č ďîńŕäč ńűíŕ ńâîĺăî [Äŕíččëŕ] â
Ăŕëč÷č». – Ibidem, ńňá. 726-727.
40 This fact is acknowledged by H. Grail (H. GRALA, Drugie ma≥øeÒstwo Romana
Múcis≥awicza, 122-123).
41 ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá. 727-728.
42 Ibidem
43 Ë. ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ěŕňč ęîðîë˙ Äŕíčëŕ…, 47.
44 ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá. 727.
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Could «âĺëčęŕ˙ ęí˙ăčí˙ Ðîěŕíîâŕ» (Roman’s Grand Princess) 
be the daughter of Isaac II from the marriage with Margaret 
of Hungary?

Neither Alexios III nor his wife Euphrosyne had any direct family ties
with the Hungarian royal family. Nor is it known if a close relationship
existed between the Arpads and any of the Kamateros kin living at the
turn of the twelfth-thirteenth centuries. Nevertheless, Isaac II, Alexios IIIís
predecessor who was deprived of power and blinded by the latter, did
have such connections. Isaacís second marriage was with the daughter of
the Hungarian King Bela III, Margaret, who took the name of Maria upon
her arrival in Byzantium.45 Thus, Empress Maria-Margaret was King
Andrew IIís sister, and her children were his nephews.

Based on these considerations, L. E. MAKHNOVETS and L. V. VOITOVICH

advanced the theory that Roman Mstislavichís second wife was the daugh-
ter of Isaac II from his marriage with Maria-Margaret.46 L. V. VOITOVICH

supports this assumption with the following observations: ÑMaria-
Margaret was married to Isaac II in the fall of 1185. Anna (as the
researcher calls Romanís second wife ñ A. M.) might have been born as
early as 1187, in 1200 she might have been married to Roman, and in
1201 she might have given birth to her son Daniel.ì47

D. D•BROWSKI also considers this assumption to be probable. According
to his calculations, the eldest child of Roman and his second wife might
have been born between 1199 and 1201 (the historian finds it possible that
the marriage between them was concluded as early as in 1199). Daniel was
born around 1201, and Vasilko roughly two years later. In any case, by the
time of her marriage, Maria (D•BROWSKI hesitantly tends toward such a
name of Romanís second wife) must have already reached childbearing
age, which, according to the researcher, at that time was about 14 years.48

If so, Romanís second wife must have been born no later than 1185, and her
assumed mother ñ Empress Maria-Margaret ñ no later than 1171. However,
the above calculations do not comply with the extant sources.

According to Niketas Choniates, the widowed Isaac married the
Hungarian princess, when she had not even reached the age of ten:
ÑThen the tsar wished to ask in marriage a wife from a foreign family,
because the one to whom he had previously been married had died. Thus,

45 Ê. ÂÁÑÆÏÓ, FÇ ãåíåáëïãßá ôùí Êïìíçíþí, Èåóóáëïíßêç 1984, t. 2, 814-815.
46 Ë. Ş. ĚŔŐÍÎÂĹÖÜ, [Ęîěĺíňŕð], in: Ëłňîďčń Ðóńüęčé. Çŕ ˛ďŕňńüęčě ńďčńęîě
ďĺðĺęëŕâ Ë. Ěŕőíîâĺöü, Ęčżâ 1989, 369, ďðčě. 2 (ę 6710 ă.); Ë. ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ěŕňč
ęîðîë˙ Äŕíčëŕ…, 51.
47 Ë. ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ěŕňč ęîðîë˙ Äŕíčëŕ…, 51.
48 D. D•BROWSKI, Genealogia Múcis≥awowiczÛw, 265. ñ Other experts on historical
genealogy also estimate fourteen years to have been the minimum age of child-
bearing medieval women (see K. JASI—SKI, RodowÛd PiastÛw úlπskich, Wroc≥aw 1973,
t. I, 25).
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having reached an agreement through his ambassadors with Bela, the
king of Hungary, he took to wife his daughter, who had not quite reached
the age of ten.ì49

The marriage took place shortly after Bela III ñ widowed after the
death of Anna-Agnes of Antioch, the mother of Maria-Margaret and the
half-sister of Maria, the wife of the Byzantine Emperor Manuel I ñ turned
to Constantinople with a request to give him in marriage Theodora, the
niece of Manuel I and the widow of the prominent military leader of the
empire Sebastos Andronikos Lapardos. Isaac II did not want to send
abroad the kinswoman of the previous emperor and therefore rejected
Belaís proposal. As compensation, he asked for the hand of the young
daughter of the Hungarian king.50

One can postulate the date of this marriage only on indirect evi-
dence. In anticipation of the magnificent wedding of the basileus that was
to take place in Constantinople, an extraordinary tax was levied. The main
burden of the tax fell on the Balkan provinces of the Empire. This gave
rise to the liberation rebellion in Bulgaria, which erupted in 1186 and led
to the creation of the Second Bulgarian Empire. The tax (which must
have preceded the wedding) was collected in the late autumn and early
winter of 1185. Therefore, the marriage ceremony must have taken place
either at the very end of 1185, or, what is more likely, early in 1186.51

Consequently, Empress Maria-Margaret must have been born ca. 1177
or, at the earliest, in 1176. She most likely did not reach childbearing age
before 1190.52

These calculations are in accord with the available data concerning
the offspring of Isaac II and Maria-Margaret. We know the following
details about their two sons born in the mid-1190s:

1. John (1193-1259), who, having come of age, went to Hungary,
where in 1227-1242 he ruled in Syrmia and BaË as a vassal of King Bela IV.

2. Manuel (after 1195-1212), was adopted and made heir by Boniface
of Montferrat. In May 1204, Boniface married Maria-Margaret. However
later William the son of Boniface, imprisoned his half-brother in the cas-

49 Íčęčňŕ Őîíčŕň, Čńňîðč˙…, ň. II, 18.
50 Ê. ÂÁÑÆÏÓ, FÇ ãåíåáëïãßá ôùí Êïìíçíþí, t. 2, 815.
51 Ă. Ă. ËČŇŔÂÐČÍ, Áîëăŕðč˙ č Âčçŕíňč˙ â ŐI-ŐII ââ., Ěîńęâŕ 1960, 441; J. L.,
VAN DIETEN, Niketas Choniates. Erl‰uterungen zu den Reden und Briefen..., 88-90; Ph.
MALINGOUDIS, Die Nachrichten des Niketas Choniates ¸ber die Entstehung des Zweiten
Bulgarischen Staates, Byzantina X (1980) 113f.; G PRINZING, Demetrios-Kirche und
Aseniden-Aufstand. Zur chronologischen Pr‰zisierung der Fr¸hphase des Aseniden-
Aufstandes, Çáîðíčę ðŕäîâŕ Âčçŕíňîëîřęîă číńňčňóňŕ 38 (1999-2000) 264-265.
52 The alleged daughter of Marie-Marguerite and Isaac II, therefore, was to marry
a Roman Mstislavich who was 9 to 10 years of age; consequently, their first child
would have been born around or after 1203-1204. However, the chronology of the
births of the sons of Roman is rather conventional and sets the stage for all kinds
of assumptions (see, eg.: Ŕ. Ď. ŇÎËÎ÷ĘÎ, Čçâĺńňĺí ëč ăîä ðîćäĺíč˙ Äŕíččëŕ
Ðîěŕíîâč÷ŕ Ăŕëčöęîăî?, in: Ńðĺäíĺâĺęîâŕ˙ Ðóńü, ň. 7, Ěîńęâŕ 2007).
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tle of Montferrat, where he stayed for a period of time along with the ex-
emperor Alexios III.53

There is no information concerning the children born to Maria-
Margaret in her marriage with Isaac II before 1193. There is also no evi-
dence that the couple might have had female issue. This fact also elimi-
nates the possibility of Roman Mstislavichís marriage to the daughter of
Isaac II from his second wife. After all, even if we assume that Niketas
Choniates and other Byzantine historians, for some reason, might have
ignored recording the marriage of a Byzantine princess to a prince of
Rusí,54 it is most unlikely that no historical document of the Empire
recorded the birth of children in the royal family, especially at the time
when Isaac II was in power.

The possibility of Roman marrying the daughter of Isaac II from
Margaret of Hungary is doubtful also in view of the plans of the
Hungarian King Andrew II ñ the brother of Margaret and the uncle of her
supposed daughter, Romanís widow ñ to give his daughter Maria in mar-
riage to Romanís son Daniel, as reported by the Galician-Volhynian
Chronicle.55

Niketas Choniates’ records of the eldest daughter of Isaac II

We believe that the future princess of Halych-Volhynia, the wife of
Roman Mstislavich and the mother of his sons Daniel and Vasilko, is to be
found among the daughters of Isaac II who were born before he became
emperor.

N. A. BAUMGARTEN concluded that Romanís most probable Byzantine
wife might have been one of Isaacís unascertained daughters from his first
marriage.56 However, at a later date he renounced that idea, apparently,
because he could not find any suitable candidate among the Byzantine
princesses known to him. Eventually, BAUMGARTEN confined himself to a
vague designation of Romanís second wife (whom he calls Anna) refer-
ring to her as some kinswoman of Isaac II.57 Nevertheless, he is not con-
fident with that identification either. Finally, in his main work on the
genealogy of the Old Rusí Rurikid dynasty, he identified Anna as a
kinswoman of Alexios III.58

53 Ê. ÂÁÑÆÏÓ, FÇ ãåíåáëïãßá ôùí Êïìíçíþí, t. 2, 797-798, 815-816.
54 See for example, H. Grail and L. V. Wojtowicz (H. GRALA, Drugie ma≥øeÒstwo
Romana Múcis≥awicza, 126; Ë. ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ěŕňč ęîðîë˙ Äŕíčëŕ..., 55-56).
55 ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá. 723.
56 Í. ÁŔÓĚĂŔÐŇĹÍ, Âňîðŕ˙ âĺňâü ęí˙çĺé Ăŕëčöęčő. Ďîňîěńňâî Ðîěŕíŕ
Ěńňčńëŕâč÷ŕ, in: Ëĺňîďčńü Čńňîðčęî-ðîäîńëîâíîăî îáůĺńňâŕ â Ěîńęâĺ, Ěîńęâŕ
1909, âűď. 1 (17), 9-11.
57 N. DE BAUMGARTEN, GÈnÈalogies et mariages occidentaux des Rurikides Russes, 23,
Tabl. V, Nr. 47.
58 Ibidem, 47, Tabl. XI, Nr. 1.
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Following N. A. BAUMGARTENíS example, most researchers who accept-
ed his arguments about the Byzantine origin of ÑRomanís Grand Princessì
also answered the question of her possible origin evasively. They suggest-
ed looking for her among the kinswomen of Emperor Isaac II generally59

or limited themselves to an even more general reference to her possible
Byzantine roots.60 Disappointed by the outcome of this search, A. P. KAZH-
DAN rightfully assumed that the origin of Romanís second wife remained
uncertain. He was dissatisfied with BAUMGARTENís arguments and on the
whole doubted the Greek origins of Anna and her kinship with the
Angelos dynasty.61

This question, of course, requires more thorough investigation. The
main difficulty is that one knows very little of Isaacís first wife, with whom
he lived before his accession to the throne. In particular, her name and
origin remain unclear. Nor is the fate of a number of the children born
to her entirely clear. This might be due to the fact that Isaacís first wife
apparently died before he became the emperor. Moreover, children from
his first marriage were also born before Isaacís accession, and therefore
their birth did not attract the attention of official historiographers.
Finally, since not one of the three emperors of the Angelos dynasty died
on the throne, no formal funerals, and no funeral speeches or obituaries
befitting the occasion, in which family members and other relatives of the
deceased could have been mentioned, were made.62

As for the essential information on Isaacís progeny by his first wife,
one can again find it with Niketas Choniates: ìKing Isaac had three chil-
dren by his first marriage ñ two daughters and one son. He made his
eldest daughter a nun...; and gave the other one in marriage to the son of
Tancred, King of Sicily... And he prepared his son Alexios to be the heir
to the throne...ì63

There is no difficulty in identifying two of the three Isaacís children
mentioned in this passage. Those are his son Alexios, the future Emperor
Alexios IV (1203-1204), and his daughter Irene, who was first married to
King Roger III of Sicily (1190-1194) and then to the German king Philip
IV of Swabia (1198-1208).64

59 W. DWORZACZEK, Genealogia. Tablice, Warszawa 1959, Tabl. 27; D.
SCHWENNICKE, Europ‰ische Stammtafeln. Stammtafeln zur Geschichte europ‰ischen
Staaten, Marburg 1984, Bd. II, Tabl. 136.
60 A. åWIEøAWSKI, Ziemia Be≥ska. Zarys dziejÛw politycznych do roku 1462,
CzÍstochowa 1990, 31; M. FONT, Oroszorsz·g, Ukrajna, Rusz, PÈcs 1995, 73.
61 A. KAZHDAN, Rusí ñ Byzantine Princely Marriages in the Eleventh and Twelfth
Centuries, Harvard Ukrainian Studies 12-13 (1988-1989) 424.
62 R. HIESTAND, Die erste Ehe Isaaks II. Angelos und seine Kinder, Jahrbuch der
÷sterreichischen Byzantinistik 57 (1997) 201.
63 Íčęčňŕ Őîíčŕň, Čńňîðč˙, íŕ÷číŕţůŕ˙ń˙ ń öŕðńňâîâŕíč˙ Čîŕííŕ
Ęîěíčíŕ, ň. II, ďĺð. ďîä ðĺä. ďðîô. Í. Â. ×ĺëüöîâŕ, Ńŕíęň-Ďĺňĺðáóðă 1862, 85.
64 Ê. ÂÁÑÆÏÓ, FÇ ãåíåáëïãßá ôùí Êïìíçíþí, t. 2, 814.
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The least is known concerning Isaacís eldest daughter from the first
marriage, who was sent to a nunnery by her father. It appears that she
must have been born soon after Isaac entered into his first marriage, i.e.
shortly after 1175. She was apparently put into a nunnery when she was
still a child. In 1182 or 1183 Isaac became a widower. The placement of
his eldest daughter into a nunnery might have had something to do with
the basileusís new marriage that took place in late 1185 or early 1186.

It was an extremely rare occasion in the history of Byzantium for an
unmarried daughter of an emperor to take the veil. As noted by
L. GARLAND, marriage and social life were the norm for Byzantine prin-
cesses and girls of the upper classes in general. By marrying their daugh-
ters, basileuses implemented the policy of dynastic alliances of the
Empire, which became especially widespread during the reign of the
Komnenos and the Angelos. There are only a few cases known when
Byzantine princesses became nuns before marriage: this happened with
the daughters of emperors Constantine VIII, Constantine X and the men-
tioned eldest daughter of Isaac II.65

Ioannitsa’s house – the residence of the Byzantine nun-princess

Niketas Choniates specified that Isaac did not choose for his eldest
daughter a regular or existing nunnery, but created a new and special
institution for her. The nunnery was created in a private residence known
as „Ioannitsa’s house“ or „the house of Ioannitsa” (êáß ô’í ôïý íÉùáííßôæç
ëåãüìåíïí ïúêïí).66 It had been specially modified for the princess and the
Emperor incurred substantial costs in rebuilding and decorating it.
According to Choniates, Isaac, Ñhaving turned Ioannitsaís house into a
convent at large expense (as Empress Xene had intended to do after the
death of her husband Emperor Manuel Komnenos), settled her [his
eldest daughter ñ A. M.] therein, devoting her to God as a ewe lamb...ì67

It appears that Ioannitsaís house did not remain a nunnery for long.
Nothing is known either about the house or the nunnery that it hosted.
This would have been most unlikely if it had been a real nunnery.
Byzantine sources mention Ioannitsaís house only once, namely, in con-
nection with placing Isaacís young daughter therein. One can only guess
that this house may have been somewhere in Constantinople or near the
capital.68

65 L. GARLAND, The life and ideology of Byzantine women: A further note on conven-
tions of behaviour and social reality as reflected in eleventh and twelfth century historical
sources, Byzantion 58 (1988) 366. ñ See also L. GARLAND, Byzantine empresses: women
and power in Byzantium, 527-1204, London ñ New York 1999.
66 For the original text of the message, see: Nicetae Choniatae Historia, 419.
67 Íčęčňŕ Őîíčŕň, Čńňîðč˙…, ň. II, 85.
68 See: R. JANIN, La gÈographie ecclÈsiastique de líEmpire byzantin. Première partie:
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This choice of a cloister for the emperorís daughter has a number of
parallels in the history of Byzantium that help us to understand its nature.
According to researchers, the saintsí lives of the ninth ñ tenth centuries
contain several references to convents that are not mentioned in any
other documents.69 Such cloisters were created in private homes for indi-
vidual families or individual persons. For example, it is known that during
the reign of Leo V the Armenian (813-820) there was a wealthy woman
who turned her house in Constantinople into a cloister and lived there
with her three daughters and servants.70

The purpose of these institutions was to provide an appropriate
refuge for particular members of aristocratic families for the period of any
distress that befell them or in the event of potential threats. Accordingly,
the importance of these cloisters increased during periods of unrest and
turmoil experienced by the Empire. Aristocratic women, for example,
could find shelter there after the defeat of their kinsmen. According to
J. HERRIN, who made a special study of the phenomenon of those cloisters
in Byzantine history, one cannot say with certainty whether they func-
tioned as religious institutions or just as temporary refuges for the own-
ers.71

Returning to Ioannitsaís house, we should note that some light on its
subsequent history can be shed by examining its distinctive name.
Ioannitsa, Ioannica, Ioannitza, Ivanitsa or Ivanica was the diminutive form
for the name John used by Byzantine and West-European sources to refer
to Kaloyan, the Tsar of Bulgaria (1197-1207), who had become one of the
Empireís main enemies.72

Kaloyan ñ the youngest of the three Asen brothers ñ was born
ca.1170.73 According to the terms of the 1188 peace treaty with Byzantium,
his elder brother, the Bulgarian Tsar Peter IV, sent him to Constantinople
as a hostage. Kaloyan spent about two years in the Byzantine capital, and in

Le siège de Constantinople et le patriarcat oecuménique, t. III: Les églises et les
monastères, Paris 1969, 263.
69 J. HERRIN, Changing Functions of Monasteries for Women during Byzantine
Iconoclasm, in: Byzantine Women: Varieties of Experience 800-1200, ed. by L.
Garland, Aldershot ñ Burlington 2006, 3-4.
70 G. HUXLEY, Women in Byzantine Iconoclasm, in: Les femmes et le monachisme
byzantin. Women and Byzantine Monasticism. Proceedings of the Athens
Symposium, 28-29 March 1988, Athens 1988, 12.
71 J. HERRIN, Changing Functions of Monasteries for Women during Byzantine
Iconoclasm, 11.
72 CH. M. BRAND, Byzantium confronts the West, 1180-1204, Cambridge 1968, 127,
130, 133; A. J. ANDREA, Contemporary sources for the fourth crusade, Leiden ñ Boston
ñ Kˆln 2000, 160, 255.
73 See: Č. ÁÎĆČËÎÂ, Ôŕěčëč˙ňŕ íŕ Ŕńĺíĺâöč (1186-1460). Ăĺíĺŕëîăč˙ č
ďðîńîďîăðŕôč˙, Ńîôč˙ 1985, 43sq.; Č. ŔÍÄÐĹĹÂ, Áúëăŕðńęčňĺ őŕíîâĺ č öŕðĺ VII-
XIV âĺę: čńňîðčęî-őðîíîëîăč÷ĺí ńďðŕâî÷íčę, Ńîôč˙ 1988, 112sq.
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1190, it would appear, managed to escape.74 Choniates also reports these
facts from the career of the future Bulgarian Tsar, saying that Ñhe had been
a hostage of the Romans for quite a long time.ì75

Choniates, who in his History gave the most complete and accurate
information on the relationship of the Byzantine emperors with Kaloyan,
consistently used his full official name John (íÉùÜííçò).76 Nevertheless,
the disparaging form of the Bulgarian Tsarís name ñ Ioannitsa (íÉùáííßôæá)
ñ was also in Choniatesí arsenal: that name is given to Kaloyan by the
Byzantine courtier in one of his panegyrics.77 According to J. L. VAN

DIETEN, this speech was delivered by Choniates in the presence of Alexios
III in March ñ April 1202 on the occasion of the triple victory over the
rebels Manuel Kamitsa, Dobromir Chrysos and John Spiridonaki and the
conclusion of the peace treaty with Ioannitsa.78

Kaloyanís whereabouts in Constantinople, when he lived there as a
hostage, is unknown. If, however, it could have been the Ioannitsaís house
mentioned by Choniates, then, of course, by the time when Kaloyan occupied
it, it could hardly have been a nunnery or the residence of Isaacís daughter.

We have other reasons for believing that the eldest daughter of Isaac
II was not a nun for life. In the commemoration book of the Speyer
Cathedral, which for centuries used to be the burial place of German
kings and where Philip of Swabia and his wife Irene (the youngest daugh-
ter of Isaac IIís first marriage) found their final resting place, the father,
the mother, the sister and the brother are recorded among her Greek rel-
atives.79 Queen Ireneís sister referred to in the commemoration book
(under the name of Maria) can only be the sister, the eldest daughter of
Isaac, whom he sent to a nunnery in her childhood.80 However, contrary
to expectations, in the church book she is commemorated as a secular
person without a religious status.81

74 R. GUILLAND, Byzance et les Balkans, sous le règne d’Isaac II Ange (1185-1195),
in: Actes du XIIe Congrès International d’études byzantines, Beograd 1964, t. II,
131; Ch. M. BRAND, Byzantium confronts the West, 92, 338; J. L. VAN DIETEN, Niketas
Choniates, 140.
75 Íčęčňŕ Őîíčŕň, Čńňîðč˙Ö, ň. II, 58, 165-166.
76 J. L. VAN DIETEN, Niketas Choniates, 131f.
77 Nicetae Choniatae Orationes et Epistulae, rec. I. A. van Dieten, Berolini ñ Novi
Eboraci 1972, 229.
78 J. L. VAN DIETEN, Niketas Choniates, 59, 131-133. ñ These events are also men-
tioned in one of the speeches of the Sardinian Metropolitan Nicephoros
Chrysoberges: Nikephoros Chrysoberges, Ad Angelas orationes tres, ed. M. Treu, Breslau
1892, 16-19, 21, 27.
79 Kalendarium necrologicum canonicorum spirensium recentius, Fontes rerum
Germanicarum, Stuttgart 1868, t. IV, 323-325.
80 R. HIESTAND, Die erste Ehe Isaaks II. AngelosÖ, 204.
81 It is unlikely that the compilers of the commemoration book would have
ignored Mariaís monastic status if she had died as a nun. Significantly, the monas-
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The taking of monastic vows in the political practice of Byzantium

There were many cases in the history of the Byzantine Empire in
which members of the aristocracy, including members of the royal family,
for various reasons, mostly political ones, took monastic vows, but at a
later date gave them up, returned to social life, and even got married.
Such lenience was often allowed particularly for women.

For example, Empress Zoe Karbonopsina, the fourth wife of Leo VI
the Wise (886-912) and the mother of Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos
(913-920 and 945-959), took monastic vows in 914. This was subsequently
reversed on the grounds that before taking the vows (which she did dur-
ing the fast) Zoe had eaten meat, after obtaining special permission to do
so from the Patriarch of Constantinople owing to her illness. For few years
after that she returned to her regular life.82

Something similar happened to the daughters of Emperor
Constantine VIII (1025-1028) ñ Zoe and Theodora. Constantineís succes-
sor Romanos III Argyros (1028-1034), for fear of conspiracy and at the
insistence of Zoe, sent Theodora to a convent to become a nun.83

Nevertheless, in 1042, during a rebellion against Michael V Kalaphates
(1041-1042), Theodora was taken to Constantinople and crowned.84 As for
her sister Zoe, Michael V ordered her to be sent to the Princesí Islands and
also become a nun.85 This, however, did not prevent Zoe not only from
returning to the throne, but also from getting married for the third time
(at the age of 64) to Emperor Constantine IX Monomachos (1042-1055).86

This practice continued through the second half of the twelfth cen-
tury, including during the reign of Isaac II, when, according to the avail-
able data, it became widespread. According to Niketas Choniates, the
Patriarch of Constantinople Ñgave permission to take off the black dress
and return to the previous way of life and previous clothes to the women
of the upper class whom Andronikos (Emperor Andronikos I Komnenos
ñ A. M.) had made nuns against their will.ì87

The patriarch referred to in this report is Basil II Kamateros (1183-
1186), who contributed significantly to the accession of Isaac II, but then

tic ranks of others buried in Speyer Cathedral are specifically mentioned in the
commemoration book. ñ See Kalendarium necrologicum canonicorum spirensium
recentius, 317-327.
82 See L. GARLAND, Byzantine empressesÖ, 119.
83 Ioannis Skylitzae Synopsis Historiarum, rec. I. Thurn, Berolini ñ Novi Eboraci
1973, 385.
84 Ěčőŕčë Ďńĺëë, Őðîíîăðŕôč˙, ďĺð., ńň., ęîěě. ß. Í. Ëţáŕðńęîăî, Ěîńęâŕ
1978, 63-69.
85 Ibidem, 60.
86 Ibidem, 73-75. ñ For details see L. GARLAND, Byzantine empressesÖ, 136-157.
87 Íčęčňŕ Őîíčŕň, Čńňîðč˙…, ň. II, 66-67.
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fell out of favor and was deposed.88 His Holiness was blamed for the deci-
sion to abolish the monastic vows of the kinswomen of the Byzantine
nobles who had suffered from the repressions of Andronikos I. However,
as Choniates explains, his deposition was used as a convenient excuse to
cover up the outrage of the emperor.89

Records of the origin of the first wife of Emperor Isaac II

We also have evidence that sheds light on the origin of the first wife
of Isaac II and, therefore, the children from his first marriage. This evi-
dence may be useful in determining the fate of the eldest of the basileusís
daughters.

As already noted, historians generally agree that little is known about
the origin of Isaacís first wife. Nevertheless, there are reasons to believe
that she might have belonged to the Palaiologos kin and might have been
the daughter of the great heteriarńh George Palaiologos Komnenos Doukas.
The collection of historical documents from the library of the Jerusalem
Patriarchate published by A. I. PAPADOPOULOS-KERAMEUS contains a docu-
ment, supposedly dating back to 1191, in which Georgeís son ñ
Andronikos Palaiologos Komnenos Doukas ñ was called a Ñbeloved gam-
brosì of Emperor Isaac. Owing to his close relationship to the basileus,
Andronikos received the rank of protopansebastohypertat and reached
the heights of power.90

The Greek word ìgambrosî (ãáìâñüò) was used to refer to a relative
from the female side ñ a brother-in-law or a son-in-law. As noted by K.
VARZOS, Andronikos clearly cannot have been the husband of Isaacís sis-
ter or daughter. Therefore, he was most likely the brother of his first wife,
who thus must have come from the kin of Palaiologos Komnenos
Doukas.91

The elevation of the new Palaiologos occurred in the reign of Alexios
III. Another son of the aforementioned great heteriarch George
Palaiologos Komnenos Doukas named Alexios became his favorite. In the
winter 1199, at the insistence of Alexios III, he divorced his first wife and
married the daughter of the Emperor, Irene. From this marriage their
daughter Theodora was born. She became the mother of the first
Byzantine emperor from the Palaiologos dynasty ñ Michael VIII (1259-

88 M. ANGOLD, Church and society in Byzantium under the Comneni, 1081-1261,
Cambridge 1995, 119-121.
89 Íčęčňŕ Őîíčŕň, Čńňîðč˙…, ň. II, 66.
90 A. I. PAPADOPOULOS-KERAMEUS, FÁíÜëåêôá FÉåñïóïëõìéôéêÞò Óôá÷õïëïãßáò,
Petroupolei 1894, t. II, 362.
91 Ê. ÂÁÑÆÏÓ, FÇ ãåíåáëïãßá ôùí Êïìíçíþí t. 2, 814. ñ See also J.-F. VANNIER, Les
premiers PalÈologues. Ètude généalogique et prosopographique, in: J. C. Cheynet ñ J.
Vannier, Études prosopographiques, Paris 1986, 164 n.; R. HIESTAND, Die erste Ehe
Isaaks II. Angelos..., 201, 205.
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1282). As Alexios III did not have a male heir, he granted Alexios
Palaiologos the title of despot and designated him to become the future
emperor.92

Thus, during the reign of Alexios III, very favorable conditions arose
for the eldest daughter of Isaac II. Since she had been sent to the
monastery as a child against her free will, her monastic vows could now be
canceled.

Both her uncle, the despot and the heir to the throne Alexios
Palaiologos, and, possibly, the new Patriarch of Constantinople John X
Kamateros (1198-1206), whose predecessor and relative Basil II had suf-
fered unfairly under the deposed Emperor Isaac, may have contributed to
her release from the monastery.

The abolition of monastic vows for the young girl, who by the end of
the twelfth century was about to turn a little more than twenty years of
age, of course, opened up the prospect of marriage. The political interest
that Alexios III had in strengthening his alliance with the Galician-
Volhynian Prince Roman Mstislavich would therefore influence the fate
of the young Byzantine princess. Accordingly, her subsequent career can
be traced, we think, in Galician-Volhynian Rusí.

The Tower in Stolpie: the results of the latest research

Nine kilometers from the modern Polish town of Chelm (Old Rusí
Kholm), by the village Stolpie, near the Lublin ñ Chelm motorway, there
is an old stone tower, almost 20 meters high, that is relatively well pre-
served to the present day. The tower has a rectangular outside shape and
is round on the inside: its external dimensions are 5.8 ◊ 6.3 m, while the
inner diameter is about 3 m.93

Opinions vary concerning the foundation of this structure and its
purpose. According to P. A. RAPPOPORT, whose view has become widely
accepted, the tower was a military-defensive facility, possibly a part of a lost
castle. As such, it was built by Galician-Volhynian princes in the second
half of the thirteenth ñ the first third of the fourteenth century.94

92 V. LAURENT, La gÈnÈalogie des premiers PalÈologues, Byzantion 8 (1933) 126; J.-F.
VANNIER, Les premiers PalÈologues, 170-172, Nr. 29.
93 For the description see Č. Â. ŔÍŇČĎÎÂ, Äðĺâíĺðóńńęŕ˙ ŕðőčňĺęňóðŕ
âňîðîé ďîëîâčíű ŐIII ñ ďĺðâîé ňðĺňč ŐIV â. Ęŕňŕëîă ďŕě˙ňíčęîâ, Ńŕíęň
Ďĺňĺðáóðă 2000, 135-138, ą IV.17.
94 Ď. Ŕ. ÐŔĎĎÎĎÎÐŇ, Âîëűíńęčĺ áŕříč, Ěîńęâŕ 1952 (= ĚČŔ ŃŃŃÐ, ą 31),
215-219; idem, Î÷ĺðęč ďî čńňîðčč ðóńńęîăî âîĺííîăî çîä÷ĺńňâŕ Ő-ŐIII ââ.,
Ěîńęâŕ ñ Ëĺíčíăðŕä 1956 (= ĚČŔ ŃŃŃÐ, ą 52), 163-166; idem, Îáîðîíčňĺëüíűĺ
ńîîðóćĺíč˙ Çŕďŕäíîé Âîëűíč ŐIII-ŐIV ââ., åwiatowit XXIV (1962) 621-627;
idem, Âîĺííîĺ çîä÷ĺńňâî çŕďŕäíîðóńńęčő çĺěĺëü X-XIV ââ., Ëĺíčíăðŕä 1967 (=
ĚČŔ ŃŃŃÐ, ą 140), 104, 204-205.
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M. N. TIKHOMIROV believed the tower to be part of Kholmís fortifica-
tions.95 However, the historian considered Stolpie to be a separate city
that was first mentioned in the Galician-Volhynian chronicle earlier than
Chelm.96

It is customary to compare the tower of Stolpie with other similar
facilities that once existed in the vicinity of Chelm. These have survived as
ruins or foundations, in particular, in the villages of Belavino and Spas.
The study of these has been resumed in the last decades after a long
break.97

The latest research of the tower of Stolpie has revealed a number of
previously unknown details. In particular, during the investigation carried
out in 1976-1978 by I. KUTYLOVSKAYA, the suggestion expressed earlier was
confirmed that in its top (fifth) floor, there was an octagonal chapel with
several niches. The eastern niche ñ the largest in size ñ resembled a semi-
circular apse with a window at the back. In its interior the chapel was cov-
ered with rectangular bricks. Archeological excavations also revealed
numerous fragments of the rich interior decorations that included ceram-
ic tiles of various shapes covered with gold and red glaze, as well as a large
number of carved white stone architectural fragments.98

The new study of the system of structures in Stolpie including the
tower itself, the adjacent earth bank, and other engineering aspects, car-
ried out in 2003-2004 by the expedition led by A. BUKO, confirmed the
findings of I. KUTYLOVSKAYA. It also revealed a number of heretofore undis-
covered building features at the site, namely, the diversion of ground
water and the underpinning of the foundations.99

According to I. KUTYLOVSKAYA, the tower of Stolpie, and especially the
chapel discovered in its top tier, display a genetic relation to architectur-
al monuments of early Christianity built in the Byzantine Empire and in a
number of European countries.100 The chapel at Stolpie has direct analo-

95 Ě. Í ŇČŐÎĚČÐÎÂ, Äðĺâíĺðóńńęčĺ ăîðîäŕ, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 2008, 180.
96 Ibidem, 51.
97 See S. GO£UB, Che≥m-Bie≥awin, stan 1 (2). Badania konserwatorskie pozosta≥oúci wieøy
z okrezu úredniowiecza, Informator o badaniach archeologicznych w wojewÛdztwie
Che≥mskim w 1992-1993 roku, Che≥m 1996, Nr. VII; Â. ŔËĹĘŃŔÍÄÐÎÂČ÷,
Ŕðőłňĺęňóðíčé ŕíńŕěáëü ńĺðĺäčíč Ő˛˛˛ ńň. ó Ńďŕńł-Ńňîâďł â îęîëčö˙ő Őîëěŕ,
in: Ńonfraternitas. Ţâłëĺéíčé çáłðíčę íŕ ďîřŕíó ß. ˛ńŕşâč÷ŕ.
98 I. KUTY£OWSKA, Badania archeologiczno-architektoniczne zespÛ≥u úredniowiecznego w
Sto≥piu-Nowosio≥kach, woj. Che≥mskie, Archeologiczne listy Nr. 2 (1981); eadem,
Zabytkowy zespÛ≥ warowno-kultowy w Sto≥piu woj. Che≥mskie, Zeszyt Biura badaÒ doku-
mentacji zabytkÛw w Che≥mie Nr. 2/81 (Che≥m 1981).
99 See ZespÛ≥ wieøowy w Sto≥piu. Badania 2003-2004. Praca zbiorowa pod redakc-
ja A. Buko, Warszawa 2009.
100 I. KUTY£OWSKA, Zwiπzki architektury warowni kultowej w Sto≥piu z bizantijskim i
romaÒskim krÍgiem kulturowym, in: Ňðóäű V Ěĺćäóíŕðîäíîăî ęîíăðĺńńŕ ńëŕâ˙íńęîé
ŕðőĺîëîăčč, ň. 3, âűď. 2ŕ, Ěîńęâŕ 1987.
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gies with the octahedral baptisteries and martyria surviving in Syria,
Byzantium, as well as in Italy, southern France and Switzerland.101

According to A. BUKO, the tower of Stolpie could have been a major
architectural feature of a suburban monastery, specially built for some
noble person near Chelm, the new capital of the Principality of Galicia-
Volhynia.102

The phenomenon of tower-monasteries was widespread in the
Mediterranean basin, especially in its eastern part. There such structures
had a long tradition, existing from the time of early Christianity until the
late Middle Ages.103 From the Mediterranean the phenomenon spread to
other regions, in particular to Italy, Bulgaria and Rusí.104

According to A. BUKO, structures such as the tower at Stolpie can be
traced back to the private chapels built for top aristocratic families in
medieval Greece.105 In addition, the appearance and structural features
of the tower at Stolpie are strongly reminiscent of stone tower monastic
buildings that have survived in large numbers in Northern and partly in
Central Greece. These are being actively studied at the present time.106

An examination of the remains of tiles and other ceramic products
from Stolpie and Chelm (Belavin tower, Vysokaya Gorka), carried out by
A. BUKOís expedition, also showed that these articles, to judge from many
particular features, were made in the same style and technique that went
back to the Rusí-Byzantine cultural tradition of the twelfth ñ thirteenth
centuries. The same can be said concerning the discovered samples of
pottery that, according to a number of features, are direct replicas of sim-
ilar Byzantine articles.107 The use of rectangular bricks in Poland during
the first half of the thirteenth century, was also influenced by Byzantine
construction practices.108

101 See A. KHATCHATRIAN, Les baptistéres paléochrétiens: plans, notices et bibliogra-
phie, Paris 1962, Nr. 56, 59, 162, 180, 181, 342, 345, 358b.
102 A. BUKO, Zagadki pogranicza: zespÛ≥ wieøowy w Sto≥piu, Archeologia Øywa Nr. 3
(33) (2005) 48.
103 A. BUKO, Na pograniczu kultur i ideologii: zespÛ≥ wieøowy w Sto≥piu na ziemi
che≥mskiej, Ruthenica VI (2007) 201.
1043 See Ţ. ÄČÁŔ, Óęðŕżíńüęł őðŕěč-ðîňîíäč Ő ñ ďĺðřîż ďîëîâčíč Ő˛V
ńňîëłňü, Ëüâłâ 2005.
105 A. BUKO, Na pograniczu kultur i ideologiiÖ, 201.
106 See An essay on Byzantine fortification: northern Greece 4th-15th c., Thessaloniki,
October 2001-January 2002. Exhibition catalogue. Ministry of culture (9th

Ephorate of Byzantine antiquities of Thessalonike), ed. by Ñh. Bakirtzis – Ph.
Oreopulos, Athens 2001.
107 A. BUKO, Na pograniczu kultur i ideologiiÖ, 200. ñ See also K. DARK, Byzantine
pottery, Gloucestershire 2001.
108 Ě. Â. ĚŔËĹÂŃĘŔ˙, Ďðčěĺíĺíčĺ áðóńęîâîăî ęčðďč÷ŕ â ŕðőčňĺęňóðĺ
Çŕďŕäíîé Ðóńč âňîðîé ďîëîâčíű ŐIII-ŐIV ââ., Ńîâĺňńęŕ˙ ŕðőĺîëîăč˙ ą 4 (1989)
214.
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It is important to note some of the architectural features of the struc-
ture of the tower at Stolpie observed by Yu. DYBA. He established that all
its external and internal spaces were calculated on measurements used in
Byzantium ñ the so-called Byzantine cubit and foot. These were respec-
tively 48 and 32 cm. Overall planning was based on the square measuring
12◊12 cubits, to which 2 cubits were added on the east. The internal diam-
eter of the rotunda-chapel was 10 cubits.109

This feature significantly distinguishes the tower and the chapel in its
upper tier from other typologically similar Volhynian landmarks. In par-
ticular, St Basilís Church in Volodymyr-Volynskyi,110 that is very similar in
its architectural concept to the tower at Stolpie, was designed on another
measure of length ñ a span (27 cm) that is a half of a great cubit (54
cm).111

According to an analysis of the evidence of the written sources relat-
ing to the history of Stolpie carried out by D. D•BROWSKI, the tower was
most likely built between the years 1220 and 1246-1247. Moreover, Prince
Daniel Romanovich probably initiated its construction, and the building
may have been intended for his mother, ÑRomanís Grand Princess.ì112

According to the Galician-Volhynian chronicle, ca. 1219 the princess
became a nun.113 For a few decades afterwards she lived in a nunnery but
without terminating her participation in political life. The chronicle
reports that ca. 1220 Lithuanian princes sent their ambassadors to
ÑRomanís Grand Princessì, as well as to Daniel and Vasilko, with a peace
proposal.114 In 1253 the nun-princess together with Polish princes and

109 Ţ. ÄČÁŔ, Óęðŕżíńüęł őðŕěč-ðîňîíäč..., 54.
110 On the typological similarity of monuments see: ˛. ĚÎĂČŇČ÷ – Ð. ĚÎĂČŇČ÷,
Öĺíňðč÷íł őðŕěč ęí˙ćîż Âîëčíł: íîâł ðčńč áóäłâĺëüíîż ňĺőíîëîăłż ęłíö˙ Ő˛˛
ńňîëłňň˙, in: Ăŕëčöüęî-Âîëčíńüęŕ äĺðćŕâŕ: ďĺðĺäóěîâč âčíčęíĺíí˙, łńňîðł˙,
ęóëüňóðŕ, ňðŕäčöłż. Ěŕňĺðłŕëč Ěłćíŕðîäíîż íŕóęîâîż ęîíôĺðĺíöłż, Ăŕëč÷, 19-21
ńĺðďí˙ 1993 ð., Ëüâłâ 1993. – See also Č. Â. ŔÍŇČĎÎÂ, Äðĺâíĺðóńńęŕ˙ ŕðőčňĺęňóðŕ
âňîðîé ďîëîâčíű ŐIII-ďĺðâîé ňðĺňč ŐIV â., ą IV.15, 128-132.
111 Ţ. ÄČÁŔ, Óęðŕżíńüęł őðŕěč-ðîňîíäč..., 53. ñ On architectural measuring
units of ancient Rusí, see Á. Ŕ. ÐŰÁŔĘÎÂ, Ŕðőčňĺęňóðíŕ˙ ěŕňĺěŕňčęŕ
äðĺâíĺðóńńęčő çîä÷čő, Ńîâĺňńęŕ˙ ŕðőĺîëîăč˙ ą 1 (1957); Ë. Í. ÁÎËÜŘŔĘÎÂŔ,
Ěĺňðč÷ĺńęčé ŕíŕëčç äðĺâíĺðóńńęčő őðŕěîâ ŐI-ŐII ââ., in: Äðĺâíĺðóńńęîĺ
čńęóńńňâî. Őóäîćĺńňâĺííŕ˙ ęóëüňóðŕ Ő – ďĺðâîé ďîëîâčíű ŐIII â., oňâ. ðĺä. Ŕ. Č.
Ęîěĺ÷ – Î. Č. Ďîäîáĺäîâŕ, Ěîńęâŕ 1988.
112 D. D•BROWSKI, èrÛd≥a pisane do dziejÛw zespo≥u wieøowego w sto≥piu, ZespÛ≥
wieøowy w Sto≥piu.
113 ĎŃÐË, Ěîńęâŕ 1998, ň. II, ńňá. 733-734. – A Galician princess who became a nun
is usually referred to under the year 1219 or early 1220 (Ě. ĂÐÓŘĹÂŃÜĘČÉ,
Őðîíîëüîăł˙ ďîäłé Ăŕëčöüęî-Âîëčíńüęîż ëłňîďčńč, ÇÍŇŘ XLI (Ëüâłâ 1901) 16,
63; Ë. Ş. ĚŔŐÍÎÂĹÖÜ [Ęîěĺíňŕð], Ëłňîďčń Ðóńüęčé. Çŕ ˛ďŕňńüęčě ńďčńęîě
ďĺðĺęëŕâ Ë. Ěŕőíîâĺöü, Ęčżâ 1989, 377.
114 ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá. 735. – On the dating of this embassy, see: E. GUDAVI»IUS,
Mindaugas, Vilnius 1998, 118, 137 (1219 r.).
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boyars persuaded the vacillating Daniel to accept the kingís crown from
Pope Innocent IV.115

Thus, the results of the architectural and archaeological investiga-
tions made of the structures at Stolpie are strongly indicative of the close
ties that existed between its dwellers and the cultural traditions of
Byzantium, in particular, the traditions of monastic life among the
Byzantine aristocracy. The evidence of the written sources suggests that
the most likely proprietor of the monastery might have been Daniel
Romanovichís mother. Since she was evidently of Byzantine origin, A.
BUKO suggested that the princess would have been accompanied by
courtiers who were familiar with the tradition of building structures that
were characteristic for the medieval monastic architecture in Northern
Greece.116

In our opinion, an alternative explanation is more probable. After liv-
ing in Rusí for almost twenty years after her marriage and before becom-
ing a nun, hardly anyone could be found in the environment of the
Galician-Volhynian princess who had been connected with that specific
practice of monastic life of the Byzantine aristocracy. At least we know
nothing about such people. Indeed, it is unknown whether there were any
Greeks or Byzantines in her environment at all. Therefore, ìRomanís
Grand Princessì herself must have shown such a preference by choosing
the form of a cloister with which she was familiar. Her choice testifies to
the fact that she could have had a personal experience of living in a tra-
ditional Greek nunnery during her early life at home.

The commemoration book of the Speyer Cathedral on the Greek 
relatives of the German Queen Maria and her sister Euphrosyne

In the commemoration book of the Speyer Cathedral ñ the ancient
(since the Salian dynasty) burial place of German kings, where Philip of
Swabia and his wife Irene were buried ñ Ireneís Greek relatives are men-
tioned more than once. She is referred to under August 27 under the
name of Maria that she was given in Germany. The testimony in the book
that Maria was the wife of King Philip and came from Greece eliminates
any doubts about her identity: ÑAug[ust] 27. VI cal[end] of Sept[ember].
Queen Maria, the wife of King Philip, born a Greek, diedì.117

Queen Irene-Maria indeed died on 27 August 1208 due to preterm
labor, outliving by only two months her husband Philip, who had been

115 ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá. 827.
116 A. BUKO, Na pograniczu kultur i ideologiiÖ, 202.
117 ´Aug. 27. VI. kal. sept. Maria regina, Philippi regis contextalis, obiit, nata de
Greciaª. ñ Kalendarium necrologicum canonicorum spirensium recentius, Fontes rerum
Germanicarum, hrsg. von J. F. Boehmer, Stuttgart 1868, t. IV, 323.
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assassinated on June 21.118 At first she was buried at Lorsch (near
Darmstadt). A few years later, however, her remains were reburied in the
Speyer Cathedral. In 1214 the coffin with the remains of Philip, who orig-
inally had been buried in Bamberg, was also brought to Speyer and laid
in the place that had been specially prepared for him and his spouse.119

Immediately following the commemoration of Queen Maria, in the
same record of the Speyer commemoration book under August 27, there
is a long list of valuables that she donated to the cathedral. After that her
parents, as well as brother and sister are mentioned (later they are men-
tioned again separately under different dates): Ñ... then she (Queen Maria
ñ A. M.) established that [on] Martinís octave the anniversary of her
father and mother should be observed, and her father was Isaac and her
mother was Irene, and the anniversary of her brother and sister should be
observed on the third day after the feast of St Michael, and her brother
was Manuel and her sister was Euphrosyne.ì120

From the above record we learn that the name of Irene-Mariaís sister
was Euphrosyne. Since the German Queen had only one sister ñ Isaac IIís
eldest daughter from the first marriage, this name could belong only to
her.

The name of Isaac IIís eldest daughter, which Niketas Choniates for
some reason did not give (although the historian did give the name of his
second daughter Irene121), is also not found in other Byzantine sources.
Evidently, that is also the reason why most current studies and reference
books on the history of Byzantium do not name Isaacís eldest daughter.122

The records of the Speyer commemoration book fill this gap.
E. WINKELMANN, who was one of the first German historians to study

the evidence of Queen Irene-Mariaís relatives in the commemoration
book, noted that, after becoming a widow for the second time after Philip
was killed, at the end of her life she lost all her relatives, i.e. mother,

118 For details, see Ŕ. BIHRER, Kˆnig Philipp von Schwaben ñ Bamberg, 21. Juni 1208,
in: Politische Morde. Vom Altertum bis zur Gegenwart, hrsg. von M. Sommer,
Darmstadt 2005, 117-126.
119 C. EHLERS, Metropolis Germaniae: Studien zur Bedeutung Speyers f¸r das Kˆnigtum
(751-1250), Gˆttingen 1996, 180; R. HIESTAND, Die erste Ehe Isaaks II. Angelos und
seine Kinder, Jahrbuch der ÷sterreichischen Byzantinistik 57 (1997) 203.
120 ´...statuit preterea, ut in octava Martini anniversarium patris eius et matris
eius celebretur, patre scilicet Ysaac et matre Herina, fratris vero eius et sororis eius
tertia die post festum Michaelis celebretur, Manuel fratre et Effrosinaª. ñ
Kalendarium necrologicum canonicorum spirensium recentius, 323.
121 Íčęčňŕ Őîíčŕň, Čńňîðč˙, íŕ÷číŕţůŕ˙ń˙ ń öŕðńňâîâŕíč˙ Čîŕííŕ
Ęîěíčíŕ, ň. II, ďĺð. ďîä ðĺä. ďðîô. Í. Â. ×ĺëüöîâŕ, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 1862, 180.
122 The Byzantine Empire, ĺd. by J. M. Hussey (= Cambridge medieval history, t. 4),
Cambridge 1967, 795; M. ANGOLD, The Byzantine Empire. A Political History, 1025-
1204, London 1984, 267-283; Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, ed. A. P. Kazhdan,
New York ñ Oxford 1991, vol I, 65, vol. II, 1012.
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father, sisters and brothers.123 A number of modern authors share
WINKELMANNís view.124

These statements are probably based on the assumption that Irene-
Maria herself entered the names of her relatives in the commemoration
book. Moreover, it was most likely assumed that one can pray in church
for the repose of souls of only those who were deceased. Therefore, Irene-
Mariaís relatives mentioned in the Speyer commemoration book (includ-
ing her sister Euphrosyne) must have died during her lifetime.

However, it was not so. Euphrosyneís brother Manuel is mentioned
together with his sister in the commemoration book of the Speyer
Cathedral. According to this record, they were both commemorated on
the same day ñ Ñon the third day after the feast of St Michaelì or on
October 1: ÑOct[ober] 1. Manuel, Queen Mariaís brother, and her sister
Euphrosyne died, whose anniversary she (Queen Maria ñ A. M.) ordered
to celebrateî.125

The coincidence in the dates raises doubts concerning their trust-
worthiness. After all, it is known that Irene-Mariaís brother Manuel (Isaac
IIís son from his second marriage with Margaret of Hungary) was still alive
at the time of his sisterís death ñ he died only in 1212.126 Therefore, two
explanations are possible: either the record of his death must have been
entered in the commemoration book a few years after the death of Irene-
Maria, or the queen herself entered it, unaware of his fate and assuming
that he had died.

The same can be said concerning the record of Euphrosyneís death.
The manner of recording the commemoration date of Irene-Mariaís
brother and sister convincingly shows that this date has nothing to do with
the actual dates of the deaths of the one or the other. The fact that the
commemoration dates of two different people were set for the same day
coinciding with the feast of the Archangel Michael127 probably indicates
that the compiler of the commemoration book did not know the actual
dates of the deaths of Manuel and Euphrosyne.

Timing the commemoration of the brother and sister of the queen to
coincide with the feast of the Archangel Michael is clearly associated with

123 E. WINKELMANN, Philipp von Schwaben und Otto IV von Braunschweig,
Leipzig 1873, Bd. I, 474.
124 O. ENGELS, Die keiserliche Grablege im Speyer Dom und die Staufer, in:
Papstgeschichte und Landesgeschichte. Festschrift f¸r H. Jakobs, Kˆln 1995, 249f.
125 ´Oct. 1. Manuel frater Mariae reginae et Effrosina soror eiusdem
obierunt, quorum anniversarium ipsa constituit celebrariª. ñ Kalendarium necro-
logicum canonicorum spirensium recentius, 324.
126 C. EHLERS, Metropolis Germaniae..., 180, Anm. 469.
127 The feast was created in 493 by Pope Gelasius I (493-496). ñ The Catholic ency-
clopedia: an international work of reference on the constitution, doctrine, and history of the
Catholic church, ed. by Ch. G. Herbermann, New York 1913, vol. 10, 275sq.
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the widespread belief in the Western Church in the Middle Ages about
this saint. He was looked upon as the patron and protector of the souls of
all the dead, who helped the righteous souls go to heaven. The Gospel of
Nicodemus (IV c.), the Revelation of Paul (late IV c.) and other Christian
apocrypha attributed to Michael the ritual ablution of repentant souls of
the dead before they enter the Heavenly Jerusalem, and even the return
of the souls of the righteous from hell. The theme of Archangel Michael
weighing the souls of sinners on the Day of Judgment became a tradi-
tional motif in medieval iconography of the Last Judgment.128

The choice of the third day after the feast of St Michael for the com-
memoration day of the queenís brother and sister was determined by the
consideration that on feast days (with few exceptions) no services were
held for the dead. On those days no public praying for the dead was
allowed in church even in the form of private worship.129 Therefore, the
commemoration of the dead in the church could be held only following
all the festive services.

In the Middle Ages Archangel Michael was shown special honor in
Germany. This personage of the New Testament, the victor over Satan,
was named the patron of the German state (Schutzpatron
Deutschlands).130 Beginning with the tenth century, the image of the
Archangel is always depicted on German military banners. According to
legend, the victory at Lechfeld (at Augsburg) in 955 was won by the troops
of the King of East Francia Otto I (936-973) thanks to the intervention of
St Michael. In the battle the German forces defeated the Hungarians
therewith stopping their further expansion into Europe and contributing
to the coronation of Otto in Rome and the creation of the Holy Roman
Empire (962).131 Apparently, the feast of St Michael in the German
Church in the Middle Ages could last several days. 

128 See J. P. ROHLAND, Der Erzengel Michael. Arzt und Feldherr: zwei Aspekte des vor-
und fru®hbyzantinischen Michaelskultes, Leiden 1977; Ô. ŔÐÜĹŃ, ×ŕń ńěĺðňč.
Ďŕě˙ňü î ćčçíč, in: Ô. ŔÐÜĹŃ, ×ĺëîâĺę ďĺðĺä ëčöîě ńěĺðňč, Ěîńęâŕ 1992. – Ńě.
ňŕęćĺ: Culto e santuari di san Michele nellíEuropa medievale, in: Culte et sanctuaires
de saint Michel dans líEurope mÈdiÈvale. Atti del Congresso internazionale di
studi, Bari, Monte SantíAngelo, 5-8 aprile 2006, ed. P. Bouet ñ G. Otranto ñ A.
Vauchez, Bari 2007.
129 See Ŕôŕíŕńčé (Ńŕőŕðîâ), ŕðőčĺďčńęîď. Ďîěčíîâĺíčĺ óńîďřčő ďî Óńňŕâó
Ďðŕâîńëŕâíîé öĺðęâč, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðńáóðă 1999.
130 See FR. SCHELLENS, Erzengel Michael ëSchutzpatroní der Deutschen? D¸sseldorf
1936; M. M‹LLER, ´St. Michael ñ der Deutschen Schutzpatron?ª Zur Verehrung des
Erzengels, in: Geschichte und Gegenwart, Langwaden 2005.
131 Details see K. VON WALLEMICH, Die Ungarnschlacht auf dem Lechfelde, M¸nchen
1907; Th. VON BOGYAY, Lechfeld ñ Ende und Anfang. Geschichtliche Hintergr¸nde, ideel-
er Inhalt und Folgen der Ungarnz¸ge. Ein Beitrag zur Tausendjahrfeier des Sieges am
Lechfeld, M¸nchen 1955; CH. R. BOWLUS, The Battle of Lechfeld and its Aftermath,
August 955. The End of the Age of Migrations in the Latin West, Aldershot ñ
Burlington 2006.
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Nonetheless, October 1 cannot be identified as the actual date of
death of the Byzantine Princess Euphrosyne. Even if we assume that the
day of her death did fall on the third day of the feast of St Michael, it
would correspond to October 1 only in the Latin church calendar.
Euphrosyne, however, belonged to the Orthodox faith that used a differ-
ent calendar. It celebrated the main feast of St Michael ñ the Synaxis of St
Michael the Archangel and the Angelic Hosts ñ on November 8. This feast
was established in the fourth century by the Local Council of Laodicea
and entered into the menologion of the Eastern Church.132

The only satisfactory explanation for such an arbitrary dating may be
the reality that Irene-Maria, living in Germany, was ignorant of the fates
of her brother and sister, who had also left their homeland and had lost
touch with each other. Consequently, she recorded the commemoration
of her brother and sister in the church book without knowing if they were
dead or alive.

The date October 1 was apparently recorded in the commemoration
book as the date of the deaths of Manuel and Euphrosyne in 1214, in rela-
tion to the reburial of the remains of King Philip and his wife Irene in the
Speyer Cathedral. It was at that time that the commemoration dates of the
queenís Greek relatives were finally determined. The annual prayers for
her relatives were also entered into the book and rich donations were
given for the buildingís upkeep.

The Speyer canons adopted the same procedure in establishing the
commemoration day of Irene-Mariaís father, Basileus Isaac. Apparently,
they did not know the exact date of his death (which, incidentally, is also
unknown to modern scholars133). Therefore, Isaac was mentioned under
the same day as his spouse, Queen Irene-Mariaís mother, who was also
called Irene in the commemoration book: ÑNov[ember] 18. XIIII cal[end]
of Dec[ember]. Isaac, Queen Mariaís father, and her mother Irene died,
whose anniversary she (Queen Irene ñ A. M.) determined to celebrateî.134

In the Catholic calendar November 18 is the eighth day or the Ñoctaveì of
St Martin of Tours (he died in 397). He is one of the most revered saints of
the Western Church (his feast day is commemorated on November 11).135

Irene-Maria would have remembered the day of her motherís death
since she died when the young Byzantine princess was still living in her

132 Ńĺðăčé (Ńďŕńńęčé), ŕðőčĺďčńęîď. Ďîëíűé ěĺń˙öĺńëîâ Âîńňîęŕ â 3-ő ňň.,
Ěîńęâŕ 1997, ň. II, 348.
133 Isaac II died on an undetermined date between about 28/29 January and 8
February 1204. His son Alex IV had him killed before 8 February (R. HIESTAND,
Die erste Ehe Isaaks II. Angelos..., 207).
134 ´Nov. 18. XIIII. kal. dec. Ysaac pater Mariae reginae et Herina mater eius-
dem obierunt, quorum anniversarium ipsa constituit celebrariª. ñ Kalendarium
necrologicum canonicorum spirensium recentius, 325.
135 The Catholic encyclopedia, vol. 9, 731sq. (St Martin of Tours).
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parental home.136 The date of her motherís death, therefore, may have
been the only trustworthy date of death concerning Irene-Mariaís Greek
relatives mentioned in the Speyer commemoration book.

Nevertheless, the combination of the dates of death of the queenís
father and mother and associating them with the feast of St Martin sug-
gests that in this case the date is also conditional. The most important reli-
gious festivals are celebrated for seven days, with the octave falling on the
eighth day. This custom dates back to the Old Testament and is typical for
both the Latin and the Byzantine churches celebrating post-feast days and
the leave-taking of the feast.137 The choice of the octave of St Martin of
Tours as the commemoration day of the queenís father and mother
undoubtedly reflected some particular association that her family had to
this saint.

The Speyer list of Irene-Mariaís Greek relatives is incomplete. It fails
to mention her stepmother Margaret of Hungary, as well as two of her
younger brothers ñ the full brother Alexios (who became Emperor
Alexios IV) and the stepbrother John. Irene must have known about the
death of the first in February of 1204 because this fact was widely publi-
cized. One can agree with the assumption of R. HISTAND that the list of
Ireneís Greek relatives reconstructed in the Speyer commemoration book
reflects her personal relations with each one of them.138

The Report of the Galician-Volhynian Chronicle 
on the circumstances of the murder of the “Roman Tsar” Philip

It seems that ìRomanís Grand Princessî maintained some form of
contact with her sister, the German Queen Irene-Maria, up until the
death of the latter in 1208. The Galician-Volhynian chronicle reports on
the murder of King Philip of Swabia and the related circumstances. Only
a person who was well acquainted with German affairs and knew the secret
details of the tragic events in Bamberg on 21 June 1208 could have pro-
vided such information: ÑGreat King Philip of Rome was killed at the insti-
gation of the Queenís brother, who persuaded his sister to find him an
ally. She, however, could do nothing to help her brother except to give
her daughter [in marriage] to Louis, the son of the Landgrave, as [he]
was a powerful man and her brotherís ally.ì139

136 Irene was married in 1193, but her mother died about ten years earlier
(Ê. ÂÁÑÆÏÓ, FÇ ãåíåáëïãßá ôùí Êïìíçíþí, t. 2, 814).
137 The Catholic encyclopedia, vol. 11, 204 sq. (Octave).
138 R. HIESTAND, Die erste Ehe Isaaks II. Angelos..., 207.
139 ´Îóáüĺí áűńňü öŕðü âĺëčęűč Ôčëčďú Ðčěüńęűč ńîâĺňîěú áðŕňŕ ęîðîëĺâîĺ,
ěîë˙řĺń˙ ńĺńňðĺ, äŕ áű ĺěó íŕřëŕ ďîěîůíčęŕ. Îíŕ ćĺ, íčęŕęî ěîăîóůč
ďîěîůč áðŕňîó ńâîĺěîó ńč, č äŕ äůĺðü ńâîţ çŕ Ëîíîęðŕáîâč÷ŕ çŕ Ëîóäîâčęŕ, áĺ
áî ěîóćü ńčëĺíú č ďîěîůíčęú áðŕňîó ĺĺª. ñ ĎŃÐË, ň. ˛˛, ńňá. 723.
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This report refers to the involvement of Duke Ekbert of Andechs,
Bishop of Bamberg, the brother of the Hungarian Queen Gertrude (the
wife of Andrew II), in the murder of King Philip.140 Being afraid of suf-
fering retribution he fled to Hungary. To help her brother, Gertrude gave
her daughter Kunigunde (Kineka) in marriage to Louis IV, Landgrave of
Thuringia, in the hope that he would become Ekbertís ally.141

This news relating events that happened so far from Halych, events
that were not mentioned in any other chronicle of Rusí, requires an expla-
nation. A number of researchers have linked it to the young Daniel
Romanovichís stay at the court of the Hungarian King in 1211. It also
coincided with the departure to Thuringia of Princess Kunigunde, who
had been expected to become Danielís bride.142

We cannot accept this explanation. It is true that the Hungarian King
Andrew II was for a time considering marrying one of his daughters to
Daniel Romanovich. He even intended to make Daniel his heir. This
though had been the Kingís plan only until his own son and heir was
born: Ñ[When] Daniel was in Hungary, King Andrew and the Hungarian
nobles, and all the people wanted to give his daughter [in marriage] to
Prince Daniel ñ both of them were children ñ because he (the King ñ A.
M.) did not have a son.ì143

In 1206, however, an heir was born to Andrew II ñ his eldest son and
the future king of Hungary, Bela IV (1235-1270). Accordingly, Andrew
could have expressed his intention to become related by marriage to
Daniel Romanovich no later than that year, and the Hungarian Princess,
the bride to be, also could not have been born later than that year. Since
Princess Kunigunde (Kineka), who married the Landgrave of Thuringia

140 Concerning this murder and Duke Ekbertís possible motives, see B. U.
HUCKER, Der Kˆnigsmord von 1208 ñ Privatrache oder Staatsstreich?, in: Die Andechs-
Meranier in Franken. Europ‰isches F¸rstentum im Mittelalter, Mainz 1998; A.
BIHRER, Kˆnig Philipp von Schwaben ñ Bamberg, 21. Juni 1208, in: Politische Morde.
Vom Altertum bis zur Gegenwart, hrsg. M. Sommer, Darmstadt 2005.
141 See G. ZIMMERMANN, Ekbert von Andechs, Bischof von Bamberg (1203-1237), in:
Dieses grofle Fest aus Stein. Lesebuch zum 750. Weihejubil‰um, hrg. von H.-G.
Rˆhrig, Bamberg 1987; S. BEULERTZ, Ekbert von Andechs. Bischof von Bamberg
(1203-1237), Fr‰nkische Lebensbilder 17 (W¸rzburg 1998) (=
Verˆffentlichungen der Gesellschaft f¸r Fr‰nkische Geschichte, Reihe VII A); H.
FLACHENECKER, Ekbert von Andechs (um 1175-1237), in: Die Bischˆfe des Heiligen
rˆmischen Reiches 1198-1448. Ein biographisches Lexikon, hrsg. von E. Gatz,
Berlin 2001.
142 Ě. ĂÐÓŘĹÂŃÜĘČÉ, Őðîíîëüîăł˙ ďîäłé Ăŕëčöüęî-Âîëčíńüęîż ëłňîďčńč, 11. ñ
For commentators who accepted Grushevskiís assumption refer to the latest edi-
tion of the Galicia-Volyn chronicle: Ăŕëčöęî-Âîëűíńęŕ˙ ëĺňîďčńü. Ňĺęńň.
Ęîěěĺíňŕðčé. Čńńëĺäîâŕíčĺ, ďîä ðĺä. Í. Ô. Ęîňë˙ðŕ, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 2005,
195.
143 ´Äŕíčëîâč ńîóůţ âî Îóăðĺőú, ęîðîëü ćĺ Ŕíäðĺč, č áî˙ðĺ Îóăîðüńňĺč, č
âń˙ çĺěë˙ őîň˙řĺ äŕňč äůĺðü ńâîţ çŕ ęí˙ç˙ Äŕíčëŕ, ñ îáĺčěŕ äĺňüńęîěŕ
áűâřčěŕ, ñ çŕíĺ ńűíŕ îó íĺăî íĺ áĺª. ñ ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá. 723.
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Louis IV in 1211, was born in 1207, she cannot be identified as the
Hungarian princess that was slated to become Danielís bride.144

Andrewís only daughter whom he could have intended to become
Danielís wife before Belaís birth was his eldest daughter Maria. She was
born in 1204, and in 1221, she married the Bulgarian Tsar Ivan II Asen
(1218-1241). She became the mother of Kaliman I, the Tsar of Bulgaria
(1241-1246) (in Bulgarian sources she appears as Anna).145 Therefore,
the assumption that the report on the murder of Philip of Swabia was
included in the Galician-Volhynian chronicle in connection with the mat-
rimonial affairs of Daniel Romanovich should be rejected.

In our opinion, the Galician chronicler may have been interested in
this event only because of the importance given to it by the Galician
princely family and, above all, by ìRomanís Grand Princessî. At that time
in Halych only the relatives of the victims would have had a personal inter-
est in the tragic death of the German King followed by that of his wife, as
well as in finding out who perpetrated the crime. Those relatives were
Princess Euphrosyne and her children. Perhaps, the deceased German
Queen Irene was revered in Halych, just as the repose of her elder sister
Euphrosyneís soul was prayed for in the Speyer Cathedral.

The Name Euphrosyne of the daughters and granddaughters 
of Roman Mstislavich

The name of the eldest daughter of Isaac II ñ Euphrosyne ñ men-
tioned in the commemoration book of the Speyer Cathedral is additional
important evidence that helps to identify her.

For a long time scholars have observed that the personal names of
medieval rulers are an important tool in studying their genealogy and
dynastic ties. Often certain names were passed on from one generation to
the next, thus assuming a dynastic character: through them one can at
times trace the family relationships of their owners. Such dynastic names
can be found among the four generations of Roman Mstislavichís descen-
dants ñ children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren and great-great-
grandchildren. As observed by H. GRALA and L. V. VOITOVICH, the most
popular male names for Romanís descendants were Daniel, Roman,
Vasilko and Lev.146

144 For detailed biographical information about Andrew II and his family, see
Korai magyar tˆrtÈneti Lexikon (9-14. sz·zad). Tˆszerkesztˆ Gy. KristÛ; szerkesztˆk P.
Engel ñ F. Makk, Budapest 1994.
145 Č. ÁÎĆČËÎÂ, Ôŕěčëč˙ňŕ íŕ Ŕńĺíĺâöč (1186-1460). Ăĺíĺŕëîăč˙ č ďðîńî-
ďîăðŕôč˙, Ńîôč˙ 1985, 87; Ă. Í. ÍČĘÎËÎÂ, Âĺíăðű â Áîëăŕðńęîě öŕðńňâĺ â ŐIII-
ŐIV âĺęŕő, in: Byzance et ses voisins. Mélanges à la mémoire de Gy. Moravscik,
Szeged 1994, 78-79.
146 H. GRALA, Drugie ma≥øeÒstwo Romana Múcis≥awicza, 124-125; Ë. ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷,
Ęí˙çłâńüęł äčíŕńňłż Ńőłäíîż Şâðîďč (ęłíĺöü ˛Ő-ďî÷ŕňîę ŐV˛ ńň.). Ńęëŕä,
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A number of characteristics of female names in the Rurikid dynasty
are especially noteworthy. As established by A. F. LITVINA and F. B. USPEN-
SKII, these names ìturn out to be a most essential element of dynastic strat-
egy related to both the kinís domestic policy and its outward aspirationsî.
The reality is that the ´history of female names as such is closely connect-
ed with the history of the exchange of names between the two branches
of kin, and often between two different dynasties entering into an alliance
through marriageî.147

Female names could be inherited from the motherís kin, thus con-
solidating the inter-kin relations that had recently come into being. Using
the names of relatives from the female side in the naming practice under-
scored the high rank of the woman who had entered the marriage.148 We
should also note that not only personal names given at birth were signifi-
cantly influenced by family traditions, but also the new Christian names
taken by princesí daughters and wives at a more mature age (e.g. bap-
tismal or monastic names). Most of those names, as modern experts put
it, can be considered ìquite traditional for a dynastyî and sometimes even
ìhypertraditionalî.149

Acquiring a monastic name in the princely environment did not
mean the loss of the former personal name, thus creating the phenome-
non of Christian double names. If a prince or a princess acquired a new
name when taking monastic vows, it came into family use just as the for-
mer baptismal name had done. In other words, monastic names of ances-
tors could be used for descendants along with their baptismal names. On
taking the vows, Rurikid dynasts could take the names that used to be the
monastic names of their ancestors; at the same time the monastic names
of ancestors were just as often given to descendants as secular Christian
names. Moreover, while the repetition of a secular name of an ancestor
for princes could mean the succession of family privileges, the repetition
of monastic names was a way of honoring the ancestors who had
renounced the worldly life.150

Thus we see that in the family of Emperor Isaac II there was also a tra-
dition of choosing for new born daughters the names of their closest
kinswomen from the previous generations ñ e.g. the mother and the
grandmother. Thanks to the data of the Speyer commemoration book, we
know that Isaacís eldest daughter was given the name of his mother

ńóńďłëüíŕ ł ďîëłňč÷íŕ ðîëü. ˛ńňîðčęî-ăĺíĺŕëîăł÷íĺ äîńëłäćĺíí˙, Ëüâłâ 2000,
370.
147 Ŕ. Ô. ËČŇÂČÍŔ ñ Ô. Á. ÓŃĎĹÍŃĘČÉ, Âűáîð čěĺíč ó ðóńńęčő ęí˙çĺé â Ő-ŐVI
ââ. Äčíŕńňč÷ĺńęŕ˙ čńňîðč˙ ńęâîçü ďðčçěó ŕíňðîďîíčěčęč, Ěîńęâŕ 2006, 238.
148 Ibidem, 256.
149 Ibidem, 240-241.
150 For details see ibidem, 175-178 sq.
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Euphrosyne Kastamonitissa.151 The name of his first wife Irene was given
to his next eldest daughter from the first marriage; she later became the
German Queen Irene-Maria.

One would expect the said names to be repeated in the following gen-
eration of the female descendants of Emperor Isaac. It seems that in the
case of the name Euphrosyne such expectations proved to be justified.

Among the large number of Greek names given to the descendants of
the Galician-Volhynian Prince Roman Mstislavich and his second wife (in
the first and in the second generation) one comes across the name
Euphrosyne that was seldom used in Old Rusí.

In the academic and reference literature on the genealogy of the
Rurikid dynasty, only some ten instances of Rusí princesses with the name
Euphrosyne are cited for the entire period of the dynastyís history (up to
the late sixteenth century). In the pre-Mongol period only five such cases
are noted (with part of them being monastic names).152 Consequently, it
is more remarkable that, among the nearest descendants of Roman
Mstislavich and his second wife, the name Euphrosyne is found more than
once. One can mention at least two such cases.

As far as one can judge, that was the name of one of Roman
Mstislavichís daughters, about whom, unfortunately, not much informa-
tion is available. She is referred to only in foreign sources that have con-
tradictory information.

The German eighteenth-century historian Elias Roisner reports that
the Polish Prince åwiÍtope≥k II of Pomerania (1215-1266) was married to
the daughter of a certain Russian Roman (Romar) named Salome
(ìSalome fil. Romari Russiî).153 Similar data is found in the works of a
number of other authors from the sixteenth ñ eighteenth centuries
(Thomas KANTZOW, Wolfgang JOBST, Friedrich Wilhelm von SOMMERSBERG,
etc.).154

At the same time, according to a number of medieval sources, the first
wife of åwiÍtope≥k II was named Euphrosyne. The commemoration book

151 Isaac II was born probably in September 1156 and was the sixth son of
Andronicos Ducos Angelos (ca. 1115-1185) and Euphrosyne Kastamonitos (ca.
1125-between 1185 and 1195) (Ê. ÂÁÑÆÏÓ, FÇ ãåíåáëïãßá ôùí Êïìíçíþí, t. 2,
807sq.).
152 Ë. ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ęí˙çłâńüęł äčíŕńňłż Ńőłäíîż Şâðîďč..., 609; Ä. Â. ÄÎÍŃĘÎÉ,
Ðţðčęîâč÷č. Čńňîðč÷ĺńęčé ńëîâŕðü, Ěîńęâŕ 2008, 766; D. D•BROWSKI,
Genealogia Múcis≥awowiczÛw.., 780. ñ The complete list includes nine instances in
XII-XIV centuries. ñ Ŕ. Ô. ËČŇÂČÍŔ – Ô. Á. ÓŃĎĹÍŃĘČÉ, Âűáîð čěĺíč ó ðóńńęčő
ęí˙çĺé…, 544-545.
153 Elias Reusner, Basilikon opus genealogicum catholicum de praecipuis familiis imper-
atorum, regum, principum, aliorumque procerum orbis Christiani, Francofurti 1592, t. I,
468.
154 See E. RYMAR, RodowÛd ksiπøπt pomorskich, Szczecin 1995, t. I, 270; D. D•BROWSKI,
RodowÛd RomanowiczÛw ksiπüπt halicko-wo≥yÒskich, PoznaÒ ñ Wroc≥aw 2002, 265-266.
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of the Cistercian monastery of Santa Maria de Oliva located in the
Prussian town of Oliva near Danzig (Gdansk) gives the exact date of her
death ñ 23 September 1235.155 Euphrosyne is mentioned for the first time
in a Pomeranian document dated about 1220.156

Historians have expressed different views concerning the origin and
the name of the first wife of åwiÍtope≥k of Pomerania.157 In agreement
with N. A. BAUMGARTEN, most scholars believe her to be the daughter of
the Galician-Volhynian Prince Roman Mstislavich whose name was
Salome.158 A number of historians consider it more correct to name her
Euphrosyne or Salome- Euphrosyne, with one of the names being the
monastic one.159

In our view, the name of the first wife of åwiÍtope≥k II ñ Euphrosyne
ñ that is confirmed by reliable medieval sources is more trustworthy. It is
possible that the discrepancies between the sources may have arisen owing
to the name change of åwiÍtope≥kís wife from Rusí due to her marriage
and to the influence of her new cultural environment: the Rusí dynastic
name Euphrosyne could have been replaced (or supplemented) by the
Polish dynastic name Salome. At the same time, the question of the origin
of this princess, namely, whether she was the daughter of Roman
Mstislavich or of his son Daniel, remains open.

One is on surer ground concerning another use of the name
Euphrosyne by the descendants of Roman Mstislavich and his second wife.
One of their daughters, as established by H. GRALA and D. D•BROWSKI,
named Elena, was given in marriage to Michael Vsevolodovich, Prince of
Chernigov, ca. 1212. In this marriage three daughters were born, one of
whom was named Euphrosyne.160

155 Liber mortuorum monasterii beatae Mariae de Oliva ordinis Cisterciensis, ed. W.
KÍtrzyÒski, Monumenta Poloniae historica, LwÛw 1888, t. V, 525.
156 Pommerellisches Urkundenbuch, bearb. von M. Perlbach, Danzig 1882, Nr. 18.
157 For an overview of these opinions, see D. D•BROWSKI, RodowÛd RomanowiczÛw
ksiπüπt halicko-wo≥yÒskich, 267.
158 N. DE BAUMGARTEN, GÈnÈalogies et mariages occidentaux des Rurikides Russes,
Tabl. XI, 48; Â. Ň. ĎŔŘÓŇÎ, Î÷ĺðęč ďî čńňîðčč Ăŕëčöęî-Âîëűíńęîé Ðóńč,
Ěîńęâŕ 1950, 208; idem, Âíĺří˙˙ ďîëčňčęŕ Äðĺâíĺé Ðóńč, Ěîńęâŕ 1968, 251,
296, 357, ďðčě. 15; J. FORSSMANN, Die Beziehungen altrussischer F¸rstentugeschlechter
zu Westeuropa. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte Ost- und Nordeuropas im Mittelalter, Bern
1970, Taf. VII; D. SCHWENNICKE, Europ‰ische Stammtafeln. Stammtafeln zur Geschichte
europ‰ischen Staaten, Marburg 1984, Bd. II, Taf. 136; Ë. Ş. ĚŔŐÍÎÂĹÖÜ

[Ďðčěłňęč], Ëłňîďčń ÐóńüęčéÖ, 385, ďðčě. äî 6737 ð.; Ě. Ô. ĘÎŇË˙Ð, Ăŕëčöüęî-
Âîëčíńüęŕ Ðóńü, Ęčżâ 1998, 276.
159 L. QUANDT, Ostpommern, seine F¸rsten, f¸rstlichen Landestheilungen und Distrikte,
Baltische Studien [Alte Folge] 16/1 (Stettin 1856) 101; A. HOFMAISTER, Genealogische
Untersuchungen zur Geschichte des pommerschen Herzogshauses, Greifswalder
Abhandlungen zur Geschichte des Mittelalters. Greifswald 11 (1938) 44; Ë. Â.
ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, Ęí˙ćŕ äîáŕ íŕ Ðóńł: ďîðňðĺňč ĺëłňč, Áłëŕ Öĺðęâŕ 2006, 495.
160 H. GRALA, Drugie ma≥øeÒstwo Romana Múcis≥awicza, 125-126; D. D•BROWSKI,
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More exactly, the name Euphrosyne of the said granddaughter of
Roman Mstislavich and his second wife was a monastic one. Betrothed to
Fedor Yaroslavich, the elder brother of Alexander Nevsky, the princess
took the veil after his sudden death (1227) and became well-known for
her Christian deeds. In the sixteenth century she was canonized under the
name of Euphrosyne of Suzdal.161

The reflection of the cult of St Euphrosyne in the naming 
traditions of Rus’  princes

The name Euphrosyne was popular not only in the family of the
Galician-Volhynian prince. It is also found several times among the clos-
est descendants of Yuri Dolgoruky of Suzdalia. His daughter, Olga, took
vows before her death under the name Euphrosyne.162 Two of Yuriís
granddaughters were named Euphrosyne: one was the daughter of Boris
Yurievich, Prince of Belgorod and Turov, and is known to us only from
the chronicle report of her death.163 The other was the daughter of the
Galician Prince Yaroslav Osmomysl and the said Olga-Euphrosyne
Yurievna and became the main female character of the Tale of Igorís
Campaign.164 Euphrosyne Rostislavna ñ the great-niece of Olga-
Euphrosyne, the granddaughter of Vsevolod Big Nest and the Kievan
Prince Rurik Rostislavich ñ was also baptized with that name.165

A. F. LITVINA and F. B. USPENSKII suggest that a family cult of St Eu-
phrosyne may have been initiated among the descendants of Yuri
Dolgoruky owing to the influence of Euphrosyne of Polotsk.166 Having
distinguished herself for her monastic life, which she had voluntarily cho-
sen at an early age, Euphrosyne (born Predslava, the daughter of Georgy
Vseslavich, Prince of Polotsk) in her later years made a pilgrimage to
Jerusalem, where she died.167 She was not canonized until the Council of
1547. Nevertheless, her veneration began in the pre-Mongol period, when
the first version of her hagiography was composed and Church worship of
the nun-princess began.168

RodowÛd RomanowiczÛw ksiπüπt halicko-wo≥yÒskich, 51-59; idem, Genealogia
Múcis≥awowiczÛw, 296-300.
161 Ŕ. Ô. ËČŇÂČÍŔ ñ Ô. Á. ÓŃĎĹÍŃĘČÉ, Âűáîð čěĺíč ó ðóńńęčő ęí˙çĺéÖ, 619-620.
162 ĎŃÐË, Ěîńęâŕ 1997, ň. I, ńňá. 389; ň. II, ńňá. 624.
163 Ibidem, ň. I, ńňá.417.
164 Ŕ. Ô. ËČŇÂČÍŔ – Ô. Á. ÓŃĎĹÍŃĘČÉ, Âűáîð čěĺíč ó ðóńńęčő ęí˙çĺé…, 544-
545, 592-593.
165 ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá. 708.
166 Ŕ. Ô. ËČŇÂČÍŔ – Ô. Á. ÓŃĎĹÍŃĘČÉ, Âűáîð čěĺíč ó ðóńńęčő ęí˙çĺé…, 178.
167 For details see: Ŕ. Â. ÍŔÇŔÐĹÍĘÎ, Äðĺâí˙˙ Ðóńü íŕ ěĺćäóíŕðîäíűő ďóň˙ő.
Ěĺćäčńöčďëčíŕðíűĺ î÷ĺðęč ęóëüňóðíűő, ňîðăîâűő, ďîëčňč÷ĺńęčő ńâ˙çĺé IŐ-
ŐII âĺęîâ, Ěîńęâŕ 2001, 632-633.
168 Ĺ. Ě. ÂÎÐÎÍÎÂŔ, Ćčňčĺ Ĺâôðîńčíčč Ďîëîöęîé, in: Ńëîâŕðü ęíčćíîńňč č
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It should be noted, however, that the dynasty of Polotsk alienated
itself from the rest of the Rurikides as early as the eleventh century. It
engaged in a persistent political struggle, in particular, with the descen-
dants of Vladimir Monomakh. One of the most striking moments in this
conflict was the exile of the princes of Polotsk to Byzantium by
Monomakhís son, the Kievan Prince Mstislav Vladimirovich.169 No close
contacts existed between the princes of Polotsk and the family of Yuri
Dolgoruky in the mid ñ late twelfth century.

In our opinion, it would be more correct to connect the appearance
of the name Euphrosyne among Yuriís descendants with his second mar-
riage. This was concluded with an unidentified noble Byzantine woman,
who gave birth to his younger sons ñ Mstislav, Vasilko, Mikhalko and
Vsevolod, and two daughters, including Olga-Euphrosyne.170 In 1162,
after the death of Dolgoruky, his second wife together with his sons was
exiled to Byzantium by Andrei Bogolyubsky (Yuriís son from the first mar-
riage). There, according to the chronicle report, Emperor Manuel gave
them a warm welcome and granted them four cities on the Danube and
the ìOtskalanaî region.171 The Byzantine historian John Kinnamos con-
firms this information. He states that Ñthe basileus gave to Vasilko, the son
of Georgy, who had come and who had seniority among the phylarches of
the Tauro-Scythian countryì, Ñthe lands at the Istros (Danube ñ A.
M.)î.172

A. P. KAZHDAN questions the hypothesis of the Byzantine origin of
Dolgorukyís second wife pointing out that the sources do not confirm
this.173 Yet, there is such evidence available to researchers.

The information in which we are interested was found on the remains
of the frescos in the Church of Sts Boris and Gleb in the village of
Kideksha near Suzdal, where in the middle of the twelfth century Yuri
Dolgoruky built a country residence. Constructed in 1152, the church was

ęíčćíčęîâ Äðĺâíĺé Ðóńč, Ëĺíčíăðŕä 1987, âűď. 1; Í. Ń. ŃĹÐĹĂČÍŔ, Ďĺńíîďĺíč˙
ðóńńęčě ńâ˙ňűě. Ďî ěŕňĺðčŕëŕě ðóęîďčńíîé ďĺâ÷ĺńęîé ęíčăč ŐI-ŐIŐ ââ.,
«Ńňčőčðŕðü ěĺń˙÷íűé», Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 1994, 346; Á. Í ÔËÎÐ˙, Čńňîðč÷ĺńęŕ˙
ňðŕäčöč˙ îá îáůĺńňâĺííîě ńňðîĺ ńðĺäíĺâĺęîâîăî Ďîëîöęŕ, Îňĺ÷ĺńňâĺííŕ˙
čńňîðč˙ ą 5 (1995) 112.
169 Ë. Â ŔËĹĘŃĹĹÂ, Ďîëîöęŕ˙ çĺěë˙ â IŐ-ŐIII ââ., Ěîńęâŕ 1966, 257-262; idem,
Çŕďŕäíűĺ çĺěëč äîěîíăîëüńęîé Ðóńč. Î÷ĺðęč čńňîðčč, ŕðőĺîëîăčč, ęóëüňóðű,
Ěîńęâŕ 2006, ęí. 2, 14-15; Ă. Â. ŘŇŰŐÎÂ, Äðĺâíčé Ďîëîöę, Ěčíńę 1975,16 č äð.
170 See Ĺ. Â. Ď÷ĹËÎÂ, Ăĺíĺŕëîăč˙ ńĺěüč Ţðč˙ Äîëăîðóęîăî, Ruthenica III
(2004).
171 ĎŃÐË, ň. II, ńňá. 521. – See also Ě. Â. ËĹÂ÷ĹÍĘÎ, Î÷ĺðęč ďî čńňîðčč ðóńńęî-
âčçŕíňčéńęčő îňíîřĺíčé, 469, 485.
1721 Ě. Â. ÁČÁČĘÎÂ, Âčçŕíňčéńęčé čńňîðčę Čîŕíí Ęčííŕě î Ðóńč č íŕðîäŕő
Âîńňî÷íîé Ĺâðîďű, Ěîńęâŕ 1997, 67.
173 A. KAZHDAN, Rusí ñ Byzantine Princely Marriages in the Eleventh and Twelfth
Centuries, 423-424.
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painted a few decades later, when it became a princely burial vault. The
already mentioned Prince Boris Yurievich, his wife Maria and daughter
Euphrosyne were buried in this church.174

In 1946-1947, in the arcosolium (burial niche) of the northern wall of
the church, to the right of the large painting of Our Lady of the Sign made
in the second half of the nineteenth century, an old image of a female
saint was discovered. After the nineteenth-century painting was removed,
a twin image was exposed on the left.175 An examination of the images
performed in the course of their restoration revealed that in the right part
of the niche there is the image of St Mary. This was confirmed by the
remains of the inscription that can be read on the both sides of her nim-
bus: ìÖŕ Ěŕ…čŕî ñ ìAgia Mariaî (Saint Mary). This image is undoubted-
ly situated near the sarcophagus of Princess Maria (Ü 1161), located in the
northern arcosolium of the church.176 The other sarcophagus is in the
opposite southern arcosolium, and in it, one may presume, lie the
remains of Prince Boris (Ü 1159). Both sarcophagi, made in the form of
simple rectangular stone trapezium-shaped cases, have survived to our
time. Each is still located in its original place in the arcosolia of the
church of Sts Boris and Gleb.177

One would assume that the female figure depicted in the left part of
the northern arcosolium is the namesake saint of the daughter of Boris
and Maria, Euphrosyne, who died in 1202 and was buried in this church.
However, the portrayal of the supposed saint is unusual for St Euphro-
syne. She is dressed in splendid imperial garments made of gold- and
pearl-embroidered purple cloth with a gold stemma (crown) on her head
and a halo.178

Researchers are unanimous in identifying her as a Greek princess, the
wife of Yuri Dolgoruky, who is depicted next to St Mary.179

174 Í. Í. ÂÎÐÎÍČÍ, Çîä÷ĺńňâî Ńĺâĺðî-Âîńňî÷íîé Ðóńč ŐII-ŐV ââ., Ěîńęâŕ
1961, ň. I, 67-76; Ď. Ŕ. ÐŔĎĎÎĎÎÐŇ, Ðóńńęŕ˙ ŕðőčňĺęňóðŕ Ő-ŐIII ââ. Ęŕňŕëîă
ďŕě˙ňíčęîâ, Ëĺíčíăðŕä 1982 (= Ŕðőĺîëîăč˙ ŃŃŃÐ. Ńâîä ŕðőĺîëîăč÷ĺńęčő
čńňî÷íčęîâ, âűď. E 1-47), 60-61; Ńâîä ďŕě˙ňíčęîâ ŕðőčňĺęňóðű č
ěîíóěĺíňŕëüíîăî čńęóńńňâŕ Ðîńńčč. Âëŕäčěčðńęŕ˙ îáëŕńňü: Â 6-ňč ÷ŕńň˙ő. Îňâ.
ðĺä. Â. Â. Ńĺäîâ, Ěîńęâŕ 2004, ÷. 1., 37; Ń. Â. ÇŔĂÐŔĹÂŃĘČÉ, Íîâűĺ čńńëĺäîâŕíč˙
ďŕě˙ňíčęîâ ŕðőčňĺęňóðű Âëŕäčěčðî-Ńóçäŕëüńęîăî ěóçĺ˙-çŕďîâĺäíčęŕ,
Ěîńęâŕ 2008, Ăë. 4.
175 Í. ŃŰ÷ĹÂ, Ďðĺäďîëŕăŕĺěîĺ čçîáðŕćĺíčĺ ćĺíű Ţðč˙ Äîëăîðóęîăî, in:
Ńîîáůĺíč˙ Číńňčňóňŕ čńňîðčč čńęóńńňâ Ŕęŕäĺěčč Íŕóę ŃŃŃÐ, Ěîńęâŕ –
Ëĺíčíăðŕä 1951, Âűď. 1.
176 Ibidem, 55-56.
177 Ň. Ä. ĎŔÍÎÂŔ, Ęŕěĺííűĺ ăðîáű â ďîăðĺáŕëüíîě îáð˙äĺ ðóńńęîăî
ńðĺäíĺâĺęîâü˙ (ŐI- ŐVII ââ.), Russia mediaevalis X/1 (M¸nchen 2001) 159.
178 Í. ŃŰ÷ĹÂ, Ďðĺäďîëŕăŕĺěîĺ čçîáðŕćĺíčĺ ćĺíű Ţðč˙ Äîëăîðóęîăî, 56.
179 Í. ŃŰ÷ĹÂ, Ďðĺäďîëŕăŕĺěîĺ čçîáðŕćĺíčĺ ćĺíű Ţðč˙ Äîëăîðóęîăî, 56; Í. Í.
ÂÎÐÎÍČÍ, Âëŕäčěčð, Áîăîëţáîâî, Ńóçäŕëü, Ţðüĺâ-Ďîëüńęîé, Ěîńęâŕ 1967, 248;
Ă. Ę. ÂŔĂÍĹÐ, Ńóçäŕëü. Î÷ĺðę, Ěîńęâŕ 1969, 9; Ń. Č. ĚŔŃËĹÍČÖŰÍ, Ćčâîďčńü
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The representation of a Byzantine princess with the halo of a saint is
not contrary to this attribution. In the Byzantine tradition such images of
emperors and empresses were widespread and are well known both in
Byzantium and beyond.180 We are also aware of the attempts to implant
such a tradition in Muscovy. During the reign of Ivan the Terrible, the
Muscovites began portraying his father Vasily III as a saint, in this way
probably preparing the ground for his possible canonization.181

Painting a secular portrait over a burial place along with the images
of saints seems to have been common practice in Old Rusí: such portraits
can be found in burial niche paintings in other churches of the pre-
Mongol period. For example, in the southern wall arcosolium of the
St Savior Church on Nereditsa near Novgorod there is a portrait of an Old
Rusí prince ñ probably the founder of the church ñ holding the model of
the church in his hands. In the second arcosolium of the southern wall (in
the apse) the Prophet Elijah was painted; in the apse of the northern wall
we find Peter of Alexandria; and in the western part of the northern wall
we find St Thecla.182

Investigators believe that the Church of Sts Boris and Gleb in
Kideksha was not painted until the 1180s. ìIt is quite likely,î N. N. VORO-
NIN writes, ìthat the painting was made by order of Vsevolod III, who want-
ed to honor his fatherís estate church and the memory of his Greek moth-
er, the princess from the Komnenos kin.î183 She was the grandmother of
Euphrosyne Borisovna, Vsevolodís niece, who chose the church in
Kideksha as her own burial place. It is most likely that Euphrosyne was
given her Greek name in honor of her Greek grandmother.184

Âëŕäčěčðî-Ńóçäŕëüńęîé Ðóńč. 1157-1238 ăîäű, Ěîńęâŕ 1998, 55; Ň. Ä. ĎŔÍÎÂŔ,
Öŕðńňâî ńěĺðňč. Ďîăðĺáŕëüíűé îáð˙ä ńðĺäíĺâĺęîâîé Ðóńč XI-XVI âĺęîâ,
Ěîńęâŕ 2004, 104.
180 Ř. ÄČËÜ, Îńíîâíűĺ ďðîáëĺěű âčçŕíňčéńęîé čńňîðčč, Ěîńęâŕ 1947, 61; Ä.
ÎÁÎËĹÍŃĘČÉ, Âčçŕíňčéńęîĺ ńîäðóćĺńňâî íŕöčé, 171. – Ďîäð. ńě.: Ŕ. ĂÐŔÁŔÐ,
Čěďĺðŕňîð â âčçŕíňčéńęîě čńęóńńňâĺ, Ěîńęâŕ 2000.
181 Ň. Ĺ. ŃŔĚÎÉËÎÂŔ, 1) «Íîâîîňęðűňűé» ďîðňðĺň Âŕńčëč˙ III č čäĺč
ńâ˙ňîńňč ăîńóäŕðĺâŕ ðîäŕ, Čńęóńńňâîçíŕíčĺ, Ěîńęâŕ 1999, Âűď. 1; 2) Ę čńňîðčč
âîçíčęíîâĺíč˙ ňðŕäčöčč íŕďčńŕíč˙ ěĺðíłő čęîí, in: Äðĺâíĺðóńńęîĺ čńęóńńňâî.
Ðóńńęîĺ čńęóńńňâî ďîçäíĺăî ńðĺäíĺâĺęîâü˙: XVI âĺę. Îňâ. ðĺä. Ŕ. Ë. Áŕňŕëîâ,
Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 2003, 362.
182 Ŕ. Č. ÍĹĘÐŔŃÎÂ, Äðĺâíĺðóńńęîĺ čçîáðŕçčňĺëüíîĺ čńęóńńňâî, Ěîńęâŕ
1937, 86; Ţ. Í. ÄĚČŇÐČĹÂ, Ńňĺííűĺ ðîńďčńč Íîâăîðîäŕ, čő ðĺńňŕâðŕöč˙ č
čńńëĺäîâŕíčĺ, in: Ďðŕęňčęŕ ðĺńňŕâðŕöčîííűő ðŕáîň. Íŕó÷. ðĺä. Ř. Ĺ. Ðŕňč˙,
Ěîńęâŕ 1950, ńá. 1, 155-157; Ŕ. Č. ŃĹĚĹÍÎÂ, Íĺðĺäčöŕ, Íîâăîðîä 1962, 20-21; Í. Â.
ĎČÂÎÂŔÐÎÂŔ, Ęňčňîðńęŕ˙ ňĺěŕ â čęîíîăðŕôč÷ĺńęîé ďðîăðŕěěĺ öĺðęâč Ńďŕńŕ
íŕ Íĺðĺäčöĺ, in: Âńďîěîăŕňĺëüíűĺ čńňîðč÷ĺńęčĺ äčńöčďëčíű, Ëĺíčíăðŕä 1991,
âűď. 23; Ň. Ä. ĎŔÍÎÂŔ, Öŕðńňâî ńěĺðňč. Ďîăðĺáŕëüíűé îáð˙ä ńðĺäíĺâĺęîâîé
Ðóńč..., 104.
183 Í. Í. ÂÎÐÎÍČÍ, Âëŕäčěčð, Áîăîëţáîâî, Ńóçäŕëü, Ţðüĺâ-Ďîëüńęîé, 248.
184 Í. ŃŰ÷ĹÂ, Ďðĺäďîëŕăŕĺěîĺ čçîáðŕćĺíčĺ ćĺíű Ţðč˙ Äîëăîðóęîăî, 59. – Ńě.
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In the 1770s an inquisitive Suzdal governor named Timofey Savelov,
having looked into a crack of the split lid of one of the princely sarcophagi
in the Church of Sts Boris and Gleb, saw the very well-preserved remains
of precious garments on the skeleton: ìno one knows what kind of cloth-
ing embroidered with gold lies on top ... there is a gold-embroidered sin-
gle-headed eagle with open wings on it, and from this eagle two orna-
ments begin, embroidered with gold and silver ...î (“ďîâĺðő ëĺćčň
íĺâĺäîěî ęŕęŕ˙ îäĺćäŕ řčňŕ˙ çîëîňîě…, íŕ íĺé ćĺ âűřčň çîëîňîě îðĺë
ďëŕńňŕíîé (ň. ĺ. ðŕńęðűâřčé ęðűëü˙. – Ŕ. Ě.) îäíîăëŕâíîé, ŕ îň ňîăî îðëŕ
ďîřëî íŕ äâîĺ řčňî çîëîňîě ćĺ č ńĺðĺáðîě óçîðŕěč…”)185 One could
see garments from fabrics with embroidered or woven eagles with out-
stretched wings on gala portraits of princes depicted on the walls of Old
Rusí churches (St Sophia Cathedral in Kiev, Assumption Cathedral in
Vladimir, St Savior Church on Nereditsa near Novgorod).186 The
Byzantine origin of such attire is certain. As established by N. P. KONDA-
KOV, ìcloaks and robes with this pattern, which in Byzantium had the spe-
cial name of ëeaglesí, were among the garments of the highest-ranking
officials of the Byzantine court.î187

It should be noted that the name of St Euphrosyne of Polotsk might
have also been adopted by the princes of Polotsk owing to their family ties
with the Byzantine imperial house of the Komnenos. There are grounds
for believing that Euphrosyneís aunt, the daughter of Prince Vseslav of
Polotsk, in 1106 married one of the sons of Emperor Alexios I Komnenos
(1081-1118).188 This kinship probably explains the reason why Emperor
Manuel I Komnenos received Euphrosyne during her pilgrimage to
Jerusalem. She was also shown special favor by the Patriarch of
Constantinople, Luke Chrysoberges (1156-1169), who sent her the valu-
able icon of Our Lady of Ephesus painted, according to legend, by
St Luke, Apostle and Evangelist.189

ňŕęćĺ: Čńňîðč˙ ðóńńęîăî čńęóńńňâŕ. Ďîä ðĺä. Č. Ý. Ăðŕáŕð˙, Ěîńęâŕ ñ
Ëĺíčíăðŕä 1953, ň. I., 458.
185 Cited by: Í. Í. ÂÎÐÎÍČÍ, Âëŕäčěčð, Áîăîëţáîâî, Ńóçäŕëü, Ţðüĺâ-
Ďîëüńęîé, 247.
186 See: Ń. Ŕ. ÂŰŃÎÖĘČÉ, Ńâĺňńęčĺ ôðĺńęč Ńîôčéńęîăî ńîáîðŕ â Ęčĺâĺ, Ęčĺâ
1989, 63, 84; Í. Ď. ĘÎÍÄŔĘÎÂ, Ðóńńęŕ˙ čęîíŕ: Â 4-ő ňň, Ďðŕăŕ 1928, ň. I., 119; Í. Ď.
ŃŰ÷ĹÂ ñ Â. Ę. Ě˙ŃÎĹÄÎÂ, Ôðĺńęč Ńďŕńŕ-Íĺðĺäčöű, Ëĺíčíăðŕä 1925, ňŕáë. 56, ë. 1.
187 Í. Ď. ĘÎÍÄŔĘÎÂ, Čçîáðŕćĺíč˙ ðóńńęîé ęí˙ćĺńęîé ńĺěüč â ěčíčŕňţðŕő ŐI
âĺęŕ, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 1906, 38.
188 Ő. Ě. ËÎĎŔÐĹÂ, Áðŕę Ěńňčńëŕâíű (1122 ă.), Âčçŕíňčéńęčé âðĺěĺííčę IX
(1902) 419; Â. Ŕ. ĚÎŘČÍ, Ðóńńęčĺ íŕ Ŕôîíĺ č ðóńńęî-âčçŕíňčéńęčĺ îňíîřĺíč˙
â ŐI-ŐII ââ., in: Čç čńňîðčč ðóńńęîé ęóëüňóðű. Ńňŕňüč ďî čńňîðčč č ňčďîëîăčč
ðóńńęîé ęóëüňóðű. Ńîńň. Ŕ. Ô. Ëčňâčíŕ – Ô. Á. Óńďĺíńęčé, Ěîńęâŕ 2002, ň. II.,
ęí. 1., 332; Ë. Â. ŔËĹĘŃĹĹÂ, Çŕďŕäíűĺ çĺěëč äîěîíăîëüńęîé Ðóńč, ęí. 2., 11.
189 See: Ďîâĺńňü î Ĺâôðîńčíčč Ďîëîöęîé, in: Ďŕě˙ňíčęč ńňŕðčííîé ðóńńęîé
ëčňĺðŕňóðű. Čçä. ăð. Ă. Ęóřĺëĺâűě-Áĺçáîðîäęî, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 1862, âűď. 4.
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The cult of St Euphrosyne of Alexandria and the Byzantine
empress and nun Euphrosyne

The proliferation of the name Euphrosyne both in Byzantium and in
Rusí was linked to the cult of St Euphrosyne of Alexandria (d.470), whose
memory is celebrated twice ñ on September 25 and February 15.190 This
is confirmed in particular by the report in the Ipatiev Chronicle (under
1199) on the birth of a daughter to Rostislav Rurikovich: ìThe same year,
in the winter, a daughter was born to Rostislav Rurikovich and given the
name Euphrosyne and the nickname Smaragd, the name of a precious
stone.î191

The second name of the princess ñ Smaragd (Izmoragd) ñ defined in
the chronicle as a nickname, points exactly to St Euphrosyne of
Alexandria. According to her hagiography, the saint took the veil against
her fatherís wishes at the age of eighteen. So that her father would not be
able to find her and take her home, she fled to a monastery, pretending
to be a eunuch named Izmaragd.192

It was after St Euphrosyne of Alexandria that the daughter of Michael
Vsevolodovich of Chernigov, Theodulia, who became St Euphrosyne of
Suzdal, took her monastic name. Her hagiography states that the princess
took vows on September 25, when the Ñmemory is celebrated of Zmaragd,
St Euphrosyne of Alexandria.ì193 The image of this patron saint was on
the well-known reliquary cross of St Euphrosyne of Polotsk.194 This piece
of evidence suggests that she also took her monastic name in honor of
St Euphrosyne of Alexandria.

The cult of this saint, widespread among the princes of Rusí during
the twelfth century, clearly came from Byzantium. It was propagated, as we
have seen, by the dynastic marriages of princesses and princes of Polotsk,
Suzdal, and Galicia-Volhynia with the relatives of the Byzantine emperors.

Special veneration of St Euphrosyne of Alexandria at the imperial
court and among the Byzantine aristocracy was probably connected with
the history of the Empress Euphrosyne (d. after 836), the daughter of the

190 Ńĺðăčé (Ńďŕńńęčé), ŕðőčĺďčńęîď, Ďîëíűé ěĺń˙öĺńëîâ Âîńňîęŕ, Ěîńęâŕ
1997, ň. II., 154, 204, 298.
191 «Ňîăî ćĺ ëĺňŕ íŕ çčěîó ðîäčń˙ äůč îó Ðîńňčńëŕâŕ îó Ðţðčęîâč÷ŕ, č íŕðĺęî-
řŕ čě˙ ĺč Ĺôðîńĺíü˙ č ďðîçâŕíčĺěü Čçěîðŕăäú, ĺćĺ íŕðĺ÷ĺňüń˙ äîðîăűč
ęŕěĺíü». – ĎŃÐË, ň. II., ńňá. 708.
192 Vita sanctae Euphrosynae, PG LXXIII, ed. J.-P. Migne, Paris 1851, col. 643-652.
193 Á. Ě. ĘËÎŃŃ, Čçáðŕííűĺ ňðóäű. Ň. II. Î÷ĺðęč ďî čńňîðčč ðóńńęîé
ŕăčîăðŕôčč ŐIV-ŐVI âĺęîâ, Ěîńęâŕ 2001, 383.
194 Ë. Â. ŔËĹĘŃĹĹÂ, Ëŕçŕðü Áîăřŕ – ěŕńňĺð-ţâĺëčð ŐII â., Ńîâĺňńęŕ˙
ŕðőĺîëîăč˙ (1957) ą 3; Ă. Â. ŘŇŰŐÎÂ, Ďĺ÷ŕňü ŐII âĺęŕ čç Ďîëîöęŕ, Ńîâĺňńęŕ˙
ŕðőĺîëîăč˙ (1965) ą 3, 244. – Cf.: Â. Ë. ßÍČÍ, Ŕęňîâűĺ ďĺ÷ŕňč Äðĺâíĺé Ðóńč Ő-
ŐV ââ., Ěîńęâŕ 1970, ň. I., 102.
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last emperor of the Isaurian dynasty, Constantine VI the Blind (780-797).
She became the wife of the progenitor of the Amorian dynasty, Michael II
the Stammerer (820-829), and the step-mother of Emperor Theophilus
(829-842).

She was born ca.790. In January of 795 Euphrosyne together with her
mother and sister was sent by her father to a convent on the Princesí
Islands, where they took vows. In this way Emperor Constantine got rid of
his first family after his divorce from Empress Maria, whom he had mar-
ried against his will at the insistence of his mother Empress Irene. After
that, Constantine married his longtime mistress, one of the ladies-in-wait-
ing named Theodote. Soon, however, he became the victim of a plot orga-
nized by his mother, who for many years had been his co-ruler and rival
in the struggle for power. After Constantine was blinded and died,
Empress Irene began to rule alone (797-802).195

After Euphrosyne spent a few decades as a nun, there was a sudden
change in her fortune. In 823, the new emperor Michael II who had
recently become a widower proposed to strengthen his position on the
throne by becoming related to a representative of the former imperial
dynasty and in this way compensate for his own low birth. After securing
the support of the senate, he released Euphrosyne from the convent and
married her. The report of this marriage can be found in The History of
the Successor to Theophanes: ìAnd the ruler of the entire land obeyed
the order of the senate and, having rejected a chaste life, as if against his
will, got married, taking not just any other woman as his wife, but one who
had long rejected the world and its pleasures, who was betrothed to
Christ, and who since her childhood had led an ascetic life of devotion to
God in a convent on the island of Prinkipo (Princesí Islands ñ A. M.). Her
name was Euphrosyne, and she was the daughter of the Constantine who
by his motherís fair judgment was condemned to blindness.î196

Euphrosyneís stay at the Imperial Palace lasted several years until
shortly after the death of her husband. After assuming power the new
emperor Theophilus was quick to send his stepmother back to her former
life of a nun. The Successor to Theophanes reports: ìHe (Emperor
Theophilus ñ A. M.) exiled his stepmother Euphrosyne and forced her to
return to the convent where she had formerly taken the veilî.197

According to another version, Euphrosyne withdrew to a convent of her
own free will.198

195 See: D. BARBE, Irène de Byzance: La femme empereur, Paris 1990; R.-J. LILIE ñ I.
ROCHOW, Byzanz unter Eirene und Konstantin VI. (780-802), Frankfurt am Main
1996.
196 Ďðîäîëćŕňĺëü Ôĺîôŕíŕ, Ćčçíĺîďčńŕíč˙ âčçŕíňčéńęčő öŕðĺé. Ďĺð., ńň.,
ęîěě. ß. Í. Ëţáŕðńęîăî, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 2009, 55 (II. 24).
197 Ibidĺě, 61 (III.1).
198 Georgii Monachi vitae imperatorum recentiorum, in: Theophanes Continuatus.
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There can be no doubt that the creation of the Convent of St Eu-
phrosyne in Constantinople in the first quarter of the ninth century was
associated with Euphrosyne, the empress and nun. In the Patria of
Constantinople (ÐÜôñéá Êùíóôáíôéíïõðüëåùò) ñ the artifact of the tenth cen-
tury (with numerous later additions) dedicated to the origin and history
of the city and the description of its attractions199 ñ this small convent is
referred to as the Convent of Livadia (ôÜ ËéâÜäéá) and Empress Irene is
identified as its founder.200 Investigators hold different views concerning
the time and specific circumstances of its foundation; they also offer dif-
ferent answers to the question as to which of the Byzantine empresses was
its founder.201 Nonetheless, it seems that one can consider the founda-
tion of the Convent of Livadia in Constantinople as the first evidence for
the veneration of St Euphrosyne of Alexandria in the family of the
Byzantine emperors.

It seems that the fate of the Byzantine empress and nun
Euphrosyne, the daughter of Constantine VI and the wife of Michael II,
was closely repeated four centuries later by Emperor Isaac IIís daugh-
ter, who was also named Euphrosyne. After her father sent her to a nun-
nery as a child, she returned to secular life a few years later to become
the wife of the Galician-Volhynian Prince Roman Mstislavich, the most
important military ally of the new Emperor Alexios III. A few years after
becoming a widow following Romanís unexpected death, Euphrosyne
returned to monastic life to a convent built for her near Kholm ñ the
new capital of Galician-Volhynian Rusí. Its outer and interior decora-
tions were very similar to those of the small private monasteries built at
that time for representatives of the high aristocracy in Northern
Greece.

In giving Princess Euphrosyne, a former nun, as a wife for a prince of
Rusí, Alexios IIIís advisers would have known about her predecessor, the
Empress Euphrosyne who had lived in the first half of the ninth century,
and whose example was to become a kind of precedent for her namesake.
The name Euphrosyne given to the eldest daughter of Isaac II reflects the
life journey of her predecessor Princess Euphrosyne. We do not know

Ioannes Cameniata. Symeon Magister. Georgius Monachus, rec. I. Bekkerus,
Bonnae 1838, 790 (21). ñ See also: Á. ĚĹËČÎÐŔÍŃĘČÉ, Čç ńĺěĺéíîé čńňîðčč
Ŕěîðčéńęîé äčíŕńňčč, Âčçŕíňčéńęčé âðĺěĺííčę VIII (1901) 32 sq.; L. GARLAND,
Byzantine empresses: women and power in Byzantium. 527-1204, London ñ New York
1999, 84 sqq.; J. HERRIN, Women in Purple: Rulers of Medieval Byzantium, Princeton
2001, 176 sqq.
199 See: A. BERGER, Untersuchungen zu den Patria Konstantinupoleos, Bonn 1988.
200 Patria Constantinopoleos, ed. Th. Preger, in: Scriptores Originum
Constantinopolitanarum, t. II, Leipzig 1907, Bd. II, 243, 265.
201 R.-J. LILIE ñ I.  ROCHOW, Byzanz unter Eirene und Konstantin VI., 77, 145; L.
GARLAND, Byzantine empressesÖ, 93; P. HATLIE, The monks and monasteries of
Constantinople. 350-850, Cambridge ñ New York 2007, 332. ñ For the location of
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whether the name was given to her at birth or when she took monastic
vows, but a certain stereotype of its ownerís feminine fate was obviously
ìencodedî in it. 

One should keep in mind that in the European tradition, since antiq-
uity it has been believed that there is a certain (sometimes direct) con-
nection between the choice of a name and the subsequent fate of its bear-
er as if predetermined by that name ñ whether in a mundane and world-
ly sense or in a religious and mystical one.202 This belief was also shared
by the princes of Old Rusí, who were most careful in choosing a name,
while observing various conditions and limitations.203 Nonetheless, one
can assume that Princess Euphrosyneís name, in which the example of
her famous namesakes ñ St Euphrosyne of Alexandria and the empress
and nun Euphrosyne ñ was imprinted, could serve as a kind of a guideline
in choosing her own life strategy.

One can also assume that at some point Alexios IIIís wife, who was
also named Euphrosyne (a very rare name among Byzantine empresses),
and who, as it is known, played a prominent role in the political life of the
empire, also played an active role in the fate of her poor relation to facil-
itate her release from the nunnery for the subsequent marriage.204

The secular and monastic names of the Galician-Volhynian
Princess Ðîěŕíîâŕ (Roman’s Princess)

Finally, we must attempt to establish what name the daughter of Isaac
II was known by in Rusí. This problem is complicated by the consideration
that Romanís Grand Princess was never referred to by name in the
Galician-Volhynian chronicle or in any other source. Nevertheless,
researchers have repeatedly attempted to ascertain her name.

Their search has been based mainly on the chronicle account that
reports that her grandson Prince Mstislav Danilovich erected a chapel
dedicated to Sts Joachim and Anna over the grave of his grandmother.
The Galician-Volhynian chronicle reports on this under year 6799
(1291): ìThe same year God put the happy thought into the heart of
Prince Mstislav to build a stone burial vault over the grave of his grand-
mother Ðîěŕíîâŕ (Romanís Princess) in the monastery of the saint. And

the convent, see: A. BERGER, Untersuchungen zu den Patria Konstantinupoleos, 632.
202 See, for example: Ń. Í. ÁÓËĂŔĘÎÂ, Ôčëîńîôč˙ čěĺíč, Ďŕðčć 1953, 166; Â. Ď.
ĂÎÐŔÍ – Â. Í. ĘŔÐĎÎÂČ÷, Äðĺâíĺăðĺ÷ĺńęŕ˙ ěčôîëîăĺěŕ ńóäüáű, Íîâîńčáčðńę
1990, 163.
203 Ŕ. Ô. ËČŇÂČÍŔ – Ô. Á. ÓŃĎĹÍŃĘČÉ, Âűáîð čěĺíč ó ðóńńęčő ęí˙çĺé…, 13 č
ńëĺä.
204 For the Empress Euphrosyne, wife of Alexios III, see: D. I. POLEMIS, The
Doukai. A contribution to Byzantine prosopography, London 1968, 131, Nr. 101; L.
GARLAND, Byzantine empressesÖ, 210 sqq.
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he consecrated it in the name of Sts Joachim and Anna and held a ser-
vice in it.î205

The above account, unfortunately, fails to identify the monastery
where the princessís grave was situated or at least give the name of the
town where the monastery was located. One can only guess that the
monastery was in Volodymyr-Volynskyi where Mstislav Danilovich reigned
at that time.

Indeed, a church dedicated to Sts Joachim and Anna did exist in
Volodymyr-Volynskyi: it is mentioned in sixteenth century sources.206 The
church was evidently demolished in 1370, when Lithuanian princes
destroyed the castle built by the Polish King Casimir III in Volodymyr-
Volynskyi. Unfortunately for the historian, repeated attempts to find
archaeological traces of the church have failed to yield any reliable
results.207

The name of the chapel built over the grave of Romanís Grand
Princess, as mentioned in the chronicle, became for most researchers the
key to solving the problem of the princessís name. It was believed that she
had to be called Anna in imitation of the saint of the same name in whose
honor the church was built. This opinion, first expressed as an assump-
tion by M. S. GRUSHEVSKY, supported by N. A. BAUMGARTEN, and reiterated
by V. T. PASHUTO,208 has now become generally accepted.209

205 «Ňîăî ć ëĺňŕ Ěüńňčńëŕâîó ęí˙çţ âëîćč ĺěîó Áîăú âî ńĺðäöĺ ěüńëü áëŕăîó:
ńîçäŕ ăðîáíčöţ ęŕěĺíîó íŕäú ăðîáîěú áŕáű ńâîĺč Ðîěŕíîâîč â ěîíŕńňűðĺ âü
ńâ˙ňîăî. Č ńâ˙ůŕ ţ âî čě˙ ďðŕâĺäíčęîó Ŕęčěŕ č Ŕíüíű, č ńëîóćáîó â íĺč
ńňâîðč». – ĎŃÐË, ň. II., ńňá. 937-938.
206 Í. Č. ŇĹÎÄÎÐÎÂČ÷, Ăîðîä Âëŕäčěčð Âîëűíńęîé ăóáĺðíčč â ńâ˙çč ń
čńňîðčĺé âîëűíńęîé čĺðŕðőčč (Čńňîðč÷ĺńęčé î÷ĺðę), Ďî÷ŕĺâ 1893, 142.
207 Ě. Â. ĚŔËĹÂŃĘŔ˙ – Ĺ. Â. ŘÎËÎŐÎÂŔ, 1) Ðŕńęîďęč ŕðőčňĺęňóðíűő
ďŕě˙ňíčęîâ â Ëţáîěëĺ č Âëŕäčěčðĺ-Âîëűíńęîě, in: Ŕðőĺîëîăč÷ĺńęčĺ
îňęðűňč˙ 1975, Ěîńęâŕ 1976, 355; 2) Ŕðőčňĺęňóðíî-ŕðőĺîëîăč÷ĺńęčĺ
čńńëĺäîâŕíč˙ âî Âëŕäčěčðĺ-Âîëűíńęîě, in: Ŕðőĺîëîăč÷ĺńęčĺ îňęðűňč˙ 1976,
Ěîńęâŕ 1977, 328; Ě. Â. ĚŔËĹÂŃĘŔ˙, Ŕðőčňĺęňóðíî-ŕðőĺîëîăč÷ĺńęčĺ
čńńëĺäîâŕíč˙ íŕ Âîëűíč, Ŕðőĺîëîăč÷ĺńęčĺ îňęðűňč˙ 1982, Ěîńęâŕ 1984, 291.
208 Ě. Ń. ĂÐÓŘĹÂŃÜĘČÉ, ˛ńňîðł˙ Óęðŕżíč ñ Ðóńč, Ęčżâ 1993, ň. ˛˛˛., 569; N. DE
BAUMGARTEN, GÈnÈalogies et mariages occidentaux des Rurikides Russes, tabl. XI; Â. Ň.
ĎŔŘÓŇÎ, Î÷ĺðęč ďî čńňîðčč Ăŕëčöęî-Âîëűíńęîé Ðóńč, Ěîńęâŕ 1950, 132.
209 B. W£ODARSKI, Polska i Ruú. 1194-1340, Warszawa 1966, 32; W. K. VON
ISENBURG, Stammtafeln zur Geschichte der europ‰ischen Staaten, Marburg 1956,
Bd. II.,Tabl. 93; W. DWORZACZEK, Genealogia (Tablice), Warszawa 1959, Tabl. 27;
Ď. ĂÐČÖŔĘ, Ăŕëčöüęî-Âîëčíńüęŕ äĺðćŕâŕ, Íüţ-Éîðę 1958, 61-68, 106; Ë. Ş.
ĚŔŐÍÎÂĹÖÜ [Ďðčěłňęč], Ëłňîďčń ÐóńüęčéÖ, 369, ďðčě. 2 äî 6710 ð; Ě. Ô.
ĘÎŇË˙Ð, 1) Ăŕëčöüęî-Âîëčíńüęŕ Ðóńü, Ęčżâ 1998, 161; 2) Äčďëîěŕňč˙ Ţćíîé
Ðóńč, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 2003, 97-110; 3) Äŕíččë, ęí˙çü Ăŕëčöęčé.
Äîęóěĺíňŕëüíîĺ ďîâĺńňâîâŕíčĺ, Ńŕíęň Ďĺňĺðáóðă 2008, 51-68; Ě. Ô. ĘÎŇË˙Ð –
Â. Ě. ÐČ÷ĘŔ, Ęí˙ćčé äâłð Ďłâäĺííîż Ðóńł Ő-Ő˛˛˛ ńň., Ęčżâ 2008, 241 ňŕ łí.; Î. Á.
ĂÎËÎÂĘÎ, 1) Ęí˙çü Ðîěŕí Ěńňčńëŕâč÷ ňŕ éîăî äîáŕ. Íŕðčńč ç łńňîðłż
ďîëłňč÷íîăî ćčňň˙ Ďłâäĺííîż Ðóńł Ő˛˛-ďî÷ŕňęó Ő˛˛˛ ńňîëłňň˙, Ęčżâ 2001,
141-142; 2) Ęîðîíŕ Äŕíčëŕ Ăŕëčöüęîăî. Âîëčíü ł Ăŕëč÷číŕ â äĺðćŕâíî-
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Just the same, it seems that the question of the princessís personal
name should not be resolved in such a straightforward manner. The
chapel built over her grave was devoted not to one saint but to two, and
first of all to Joachim, rather than to Anna. Therefore, the direct correla-
tion of the name of the princess buried there with the name of St Anne is
impossible. This circumstance, which has been insufficiently examined,
can apparently be the reason for the revision of the stereotype existing in
historiography.

The first investigator to study the name of the chapel and its incon-
sistency with the name Anna attributed to the princess was H. GRALA.210

Unfortunately, his observations go unnoticed by most modern histori-
ans.211 In light of the above observations, the problem of attributing the
name Anna to Roman Mstislavichís second wife requires new examina-
tion.

As a pair, in the list of names of Christian saints the names of Joachim
and Anna correspond to the names of the righteous parents of St Mary,
the mother of Jesus. One may assume that the veneration of the Virgin
Mary was the most widespread and lasting in Rusí. Adopted with the intro-
duction of Christianity, it manifested itself in the construction of a large
number of churches and monasteries in the honor of the Mother of God
and the creation of countless works of art and literature.212

We agree with the assumption shared by many researchers that the
name of the Galician-Volhynian princess somehow had to be associated
with the names of the saints to whom the burial chapel built over her
grave was dedicated. That is, the chapel could be dedicated to two saints
if the name of the deceased was equally correlated with the names of both
Joachim and Anne. This was possible if the name of the princess coincid-
ed with the name of the daughter of the righteous Joachim and Anne,
Mary.

Churches in honor of princesses of Rusí bearing the name Maria ded-
icated, however, not to the Virgin Mary but to her parents, were also con-

ďîëłňč÷íîěó ðîçâčňęó Öĺíňðŕëüíî-Ńőłäíîż Şâðîďč ðŕííüîăî ňŕ ęëŕńč÷íîăî
ńĺðĺäíüîâł÷÷˙, Ęčżâ 2006, 238, 242, 260-262; Ë. Â. ÂÎÉŇÎÂČ÷, 1) Ęí˙çłâńüęł
äčíŕńňłż Ńőłäíîż Şâðîďč, 71-72, 380-381 ňŕ łí.; 2) Ęí˙ćŕ äîáŕ íŕ Ðóńł..., 482-484;
3) Ěŕňč ęîðîë˙ Äŕíčëŕ (çŕóâŕćĺíí˙ íŕ ďîë˙ő ěîíîăðŕôiż Ä. Äîěáðîâńüęîăî),
in: Ęí˙ćŕ äîáŕ. Ińňîði˙ i ęóëüňóðŕ. Âiäď. ðĺä. ß. Ińŕşâč÷, Ëüâiâ 2007, âčď. 1; M.
BARTNICKI, Polityka zagraniczna ksiÍcia Daniela Halickiego w latach 1217-1264, Lublin
2005, 24.
210 H. GRALA, Drugie ma≥øeÒstwo Romana Múcis≥awicza, 124.
211 See: D. D•BROWSKI, 1) RodowÛd RomanowiczÛw ksiπüπt halicko-wo≥yÒskich, 42;
2) Genealogia Múcis≥awowiczÛw, 264.
212 See: Ě. Â. ĎËŢŐŔÍÎÂŔ, Ńţćĺňű č ńčěâîëű Ěîńęîâńęîăî öŕðńňâŕ, Ńŕíęň
Ďĺňĺðáóðă 1995; Î. Ĺ. ÝŇČÍĂÎÔ, Îáðŕç Áîăîěŕňĺðč. Î÷ĺðęč âčçŕíňčéńęîé
čęîíîăðŕôčč ŐI-ŐIII ââ., Ěîńęâŕ 2000; Ĺ. Ŕ. ĎÐÓÄÍČĘÎÂŔ, Çĺěë˙ Áîăîðîäčöű,
Ěîńęâŕ 2007.
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structed in other cities of Rusí. An example is the Church of Sts Joachim
and Anne built by Vsevolod Big Nest in 1196 in Vladimir-on-Klyazma.213

The church, apparently, was dedicated to his wife, Princess Maria, who is
one of the best-known princesses of Rusí from the turn of the twelfthñthir-
teenth centuries.214 The consecration of another church in Vladimir is
associated with the veneration of the Virgin Maryís parents by Maria
Âńĺâîëîćŕ˙ (Vsevolodís Maria): the Assumption Church (built in the
monastery founded by her) was consecrated on the day when the memo-
ry of Sts Joachim and Anne was celebrated, i.e. on September 9.215

The choice of the righteous Anne as a patron saint for the princess
who bore the name of Maria, in our opinion, can be explained as follows.
In the Middle Ages people often avoided giving the name directly in
honor of the Virgin Mary.216 Nevertheless, the name Maria (Mary)
remained one of the most popular Christian names ñ both baptismal and
monastic. The Mother of Mary ñ Anne ñ in some cases, apparently, could
act as a, so to say, substitute patron saint for the holders of the name Mary.

At the same time, we cannot exclude the possibility that the churches
dedicated in honor of Sts Joachim and Anne did relate to a person having
the same name as only one of the two saints. Such cases are also known in
the history of Old Rusí.

According to available data, one of the oldest Christian churches in
Veliky Novgorod was the Church of Sts Joachim and Anne, built by the
first bishop of Novgorod Joachim the Korsunian. The church was demol-
ished during the construction of St Sophia Cathedral, where since the
beginning of the twelfth century there has been a side altar dedicated to
Sts Joachim and Anne. It was richly decorated in the sixteenth-seven-
teenth centuries and has its own exquisite iconostasis called Joachimís
iconostasis.217

Under the year 1549 the Short Novgorod chronicle copied by Nikolísky
(second half of the sixteenth century) reports that under the demolished

213 ĎŃÐË, ň. I., ńňá. 412.
214 See: Ë. Ń. ĘČŘĘČÍ, Ěŕðč˙ Âńĺâîëîćŕ˙ ñ ˙ńűí˙ čëč ÷ĺőčí˙?, in:
Čńńëĺäîâŕíč˙ ďî čńňîðčč ńëŕâ˙íńęčő č áŕëęŕíńęčő íŕðîäîâ. Ýďîőŕ
ńðĺäíĺâĺęîâü˙. Ęčĺâńęŕ˙ Ðóńü č ĺĺ ńëŕâ˙íńęčĺ ńîńĺäč. Îňâ. ðĺä. Â. Ä. Ęîðîëţę,
Ěîńęâŕ 1972; Ŕ. Ô. ËČŇÂČÍŔ – Ô. Á. ÓŃĎĹÍŃĘČÉ, Ęĺě áűëŕ «Ěŕðč˙
Âńĺâîëîćŕ˙». Îň÷ĺńňâî č ďðîčńőîćäĺíčĺ ňðĺő ðóńńęčő ęí˙ăčíü ŐII â., ÄĂ 2004
ăîä, Ěîńęâŕ 2006.
215 ĎŃÐË, ň. I., ńňá. 417.
216 Ŕ. Ô. ËČŇÂČÍŔ – Ô. Á. ÓŃĎĹÍŃĘČÉ, Âűáîð čěĺíč ó ðóńńęčő ęí˙çĺé â Ő-ŐVI
ââ., 368.
217 See: Â. Ă. ÁÐŢŃÎÂŔ, Ńňðŕíčöŕ čç čńňîðčč Ńîôčéńęîăî ńîáîðŕ â Íîâăîðîäĺ,
in: Ęóëüňóðŕ Äðĺâíĺé Ðóńč. Ďîńâ˙ůŕĺňń˙ 40-ëĺňčţ íŕó÷íîé äĺ˙ňĺëüíîńňč
Í. Í. Âîðîíčíŕ, Ěîńęâŕ 1966; Â. Ě. ŃÎÐÎĘŔŇŰÉ, Őðŕěîâîĺ ńňðîčňĺëüńňâî č
čęîíîńňŕńű Âĺëčęîăî Íîâăîðîäŕ â ńĺðĺäčíĺ – âňîðîé ďîëîâčíĺ ŐVI â., in:
Äðĺâíĺðóńńęîĺ čńęóńńňâî. Ðóńńęîĺ čńęóńńňâî ďîçäíĺăî ńðĺäíĺâĺęîâü˙: XVI âĺę.
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wooden dyakís (clerkís) office, which had been located behind the altar of
St Sophia Cathedral, an ancient cemetery was discovered. It was on this site
that the church of Sts Joachim and Anne was built by the order of Ivan the
Terrible in honor of his new-born daughter Anna.218

The burial chapel in honor of Sts Joachim and Anne built over the
grave of Roman Mstislavichís wife thus suggests that the deceased could
have had one of two names ñ Maria or Anna. To choose between them,
one should consider a number of other circumstances.

Among the direct descendants of Roman Mstislavich and his second
wife one repeatedly comes across the names of both Maria and Anna.
Mariaís name is regularly repeated in all subsequent generations of the
Romanovich family up to the end of the dynasty, whereas the name Anna
is much rarer.219 As established by D. D•BROWSKI, the name Maria was
given to the following women at birth: the daughter of Elena (?)
Romanovna and Michael Vsevolodovich of Chernigov, the daughter of
Roman Danilovich and Gertrude Babenberg, the daughter of Helena and
Casimir II of Bytom, the daughter of Yuri Lívovich and Euphemia
Casimirovna, the daughter of Anastasia Yurievna and Alexander
Mikhailovich of Tver.220

There is additional evidence available to us suggesting that the name
Maria was the most probable personal name of ìRomanís Grand Princessî.

This evidence comes from the tower of Stolpie and the chapel locat-
ed in its upper tier. As we have seen, the chapel was most likely associated
with the convent that served as the residence of Roman Mstislavichís
widow after she became a nun. Two centuries after her death, the tower
still had a chapel, and in the mid-fifteenth century an Orthodox priest was
assigned to it.

This information can be culled from the message that Isidore, the
Metropolitan of Kiev and a papal legate, sent to the elders of Kholm on
27 July 1440. Referring to the unification of the churches decreed by the
Council of Florence, the metropolitan took a certain Vavila, a priest of the
Savior Church in Stolpie, under his patronage. He demanded that the
priest should be guarded from unlawful infringement on the church
property that he was using: ì... asked us priest Vavila of St Savior [Church]
in Stolpie, and said that a lot of wrong had been done to him, and his
church garden had been robbed, while he lived off it at this church and
prayed to God for all Christianityî.221 Based on this evidence, researchers

218 ĎŃÐË, Ëĺíčíăðŕä 1929, ň. IV., âűď. 3., 620-621. – Ńě.: Â. Ë. ßÍČÍ, Íĺęðîďîëü
Íîâăîðîäńęîăî Ńîôčéńęîăî ńîáîðŕ, Ěîńęâŕ 1988, 177-178.
219 Ńě.: D. D•BROWSKI, RodowÛd RomanowiczÛw ksiπüπt halicko-wo≥yÒskich, Tabl. II-
III., 345-347.
220 Ibidĺě, 42.
221 «…áčëú íŕěú ÷îëîěú ďîďú Âŕâčëŕ îňú ńâĺňîăî Ńďŕńŕ îňú Ńňîëúďŕ, ŕ
ńęŕçűâŕĺňú ÷ňî ćĺ äĺé îáčäú ÷číčňúń˙ ĺěó âĺëúěč ěíîăî, äŕ č ńŕäú äĺé
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identify the rotunda on the fifth tier of the tower at Stolpie as the Chapel
of Our Savior (The Transfiguration).222

According to the Orthodox calendar, three feasts of the Savior fall
within the Dormition Fast (the second in importance after Lent), which
lasts for two weeks ñ from August 1 (14) to 14 (28). They were established
to coincide with the celebration of the feast of the Dormition of the Most
Holy Mother of God on August 14 (28).223 The feasts of the Savior, that
were considered also to be feasts of the Mother of God, are dedicated to
the Most Merciful Savior and the Most Pure Mother of God.
Consequently, the dedication of the convent chapel in Stolpie to one of
the major feasts of the Mother of God is strong testimony in support of
the suggestion that the chapel was dedicated by the princess and nun who
herself bore the name of the Mother of God.

Whether the personal name of ìRomanís Grand Princessî was either
Maria or Anna, it is most unlikely that it was her secular name, as the
princess died and was buried in the convent, apparently, as a nun. The
numerous instances in which the name Maria was given to representatives
of the Romanovich kin suggests the existence of a family cult honoring
Maria associated with the famous Princess Ðîěŕíîâŕ (Roman’s Princess),
the progenitress of the dynasty.

In conclusion, we have ascertained a number of personal names
belonging to Roman Mstislavichís second wife. This was consistent with
the tradition of Christian double names and characteristic of the Rurikid
dynasty. Her baptismal name, by which she was known in Byzantium and
in Germany, was Euphrosyne, while her monastic name, given to her in
Rusí, was one of the names associated with the Mother of God ñ Maria or
Anna.224 It is noteworthy that the princessís secular name as well as the
monastic one became dynastic names and were repeatedly given to many
of her descendants. This confirms our hypothesis about the existence of
the family cult of Euphrosyne Angelina as the progenitress of the
Romanovich family.

öĺðęîâíűé ó íĺăî îáčðŕţňú, ŕ íčěú ňî îí ó ňîĺ öĺðüęâč ćčâĺňú č Áîăŕ ěîëčňú
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ą II., 5.
222 For an overview of the historiography of the question, see: Ţ. ÄČÁŔ,
Óęðŕżíńüęł őðŕěč-ðîňîíäč Ő-ďĺðřîż ďîëîâčíč ŐIV ńňîëłňü, Ëüâłâ 2005, 6-7.
223 The Churchís celebration of the Feast of the Savior (The Transfiguration) was
observed in the Christian East, and in the Byzantine Empire from the IV-V cen-
turies. In Rusí the feast of the Merciful Saviour was established by Andrew
Bogolyubsky. ñ See: Ĺ. Ĺ. ĂÎËÓÁČÍŃĘČÉ, Čńňîðč˙ Ðóńńęîé öĺðęâč, Ěîńęâŕ 1997,
ň. I. 2-˙ ďîëîâčíŕ ňîěŕ, 409-410; Î. Â. ËÎŃĹÂŔ, Ðóńńęčĺ ěĺń˙öĺńëîâű ŐI-ŐIV ââ.,
Ěîńęâŕ 2001, 108-109.
224 Her sister Irene was given the same name on becoming the German queen
and wife of Philip of Swabia.


